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1. Introduction 
The quality of a pharmaceutical product is directly dependent on the purity of its active 

pharmaceutical ingredients (API). In order to guarantee the highest possible standards, 

purity control is a highly regulated field of activity. There are several quality guidelines 

issued by the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for 

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH), whose members include regulatory agencies 

such as the European Commission or the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

and industry associations such as European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries 

and Associations (EFPIA). They aim to promote public health through international 

harmonization [1]. Further, pharmacopoeias such as the European Pharmacopoeia 

(Ph. Eur.) and the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) describe methods for the 

analysis of APIs and excipients. They publish general and specific monographs to 

ensure adequate quality of the resulting drugs [2, 3]. 

 

1.1. Elaboration of a monograph 
A few years before patent expiry, the monograph development process starts [3, 4]. 

For example, APIs used in drugs that are approved by EU member states can begin a 

“P4 elaboration” of a new monograph [4-6]. Therefore, a lot of data (analytical 

procedures, analytical specifications, impurities, degradation products and results of 

the stability tests on the active substance) and samples (API and impurities) must be 

sent to the EDQM and a draft monograph will be prepared in compliance with the 

Technical Guide for the elaboration of monographs by the corresponding expert group 

at the EDQM and then published in Pharmeuropa [5, 6]. Regulatory authorities and 

international pharmaceutical industry can comment on the published monograph, 

which will be considered by the expert group. The final monograph will be added to the 

next edition or supplement of the Ph. Eur. after acceptance by the commission. 

Any existing monograph and all general chapters can be revised, if necessary. In case 

of a changed manufacturing process of the tested substance or in case of newly 

emerged scientific knowledge, the methods should be adapted or reviewed thoroughly. 

Often monographs of substances that are very similar are adapted as part of an 

harmonization process of the monographs [4]. Furthermore, an international 

harmonization with the USP and JP is pursued. 
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1.2. Related substances in pharmacopoeia and their 
determination 

The purity of an API can be monitored and controlled by a series of tests, that are 

included in the respective Ph. Eur. monographs. For example, residual solvents are 

controlled in addition to organic and inorganic impurities [7]. Most monographs include 

a transparency statement, which provides the impurities known to be detectable by the 

monograph's described tests. Whether an impurity should be classified as to be 

specified or not, also depends on the daily dose of the drug substance. Therefore, the 

ICH Q3A (R2) guideline and analogously the general monograph on Substances for 

pharmaceutical use (2034) propose thresholds considering the maximum daily dose 

(see Table 1). Additionally, toxicology related limits have to be respected [2, 8]. Not 

each of the impurities listed in the transparency list is also limited individually. Some of 

the compounds are only listed for supplementary information but are nevertheless 

ultimately limited by the sum of impurities parameter if they exceed the disregard limit. 

 

The respective method of the section “Related substances” enables to quantify the 

specified impurities, which have acceptance criteria, and other detectable impurities, 

which might be present. For the latter, the section related substances of the general 

monograph on Substances for pharmaceutical use (2034) must be consulted to 

determine whether this impurity must be classified as to be identified or qualified 

according to the thresholds [2]. Of note, peaks below the reporting threshold are not 

considered for the analysis. 

 

Table 1: Thresholds for impurities according to ICH guideline Q3A (R2) and the general 
monograph on Substances for pharmaceutical use (2034) [2, 8] 

Maximum daily 
dose 

Reporting 
threshold 

Identification 
threshold 

Qualification 
threshold 

≤ 2 g 0.05% 0.10% or 1.0 mg* 0.15% or 1.0 mg* 

> 2 g 0.03% 0.05% 0.05% 

* whichever is lower 
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For the specified impurities, the monograph lists respective limits that may not be 

exceeded. All other detectable impurities are limited by a value for the respective 

unknown impurities or by the sum of impurities value if the impurities exceed the 

disregard limit of the monograph. A shortcoming of this approach is that theoretically 

many impurities can be contained under the disregard limit, but in the result of the 

Related substances’ test, they are not reported. Therefore, almost all methods of a 

monograph are necessary to adequately characterize the quality of an API. 

The test for related substances is performed mostly chromatographically since the 

compounds must necessarily be separated. In the simplest case, this is done by thin-

layer chromatography (TLC), test solution and corresponding dilutions (e.g., 1:100 or 

1:500) are being added to the TLC plate. For quantification, the non-diluted test 

solution must not contain any additional spot that is more intense than the main spot 

of the diluted solution. One example thereof was the test for Related substances of 

dapsone [9], which was later replaced by a HPLC-UV method that has resulted from 

this work. For the impurity analysis of dapsone, the Ph. Eur. used several dilutions of 

test and reference solutions, which were separately applied to the plate. After 

development and air drying, the plate was sprayed with a derivatization agent and 

examined in daylight. No spot other than the main spot was allowed to be more intense 

than the reference solution (1:100) and no two spots were allowed to be more intense 

than the diluted reference solution (1:500). However, this method did not allow a more 

accurate assessment of purity but could only check whether very rough limits were met 

or not. Additionally, TLC methods are usually not very sensitive. 

Therefore, these simple TLC methods are gradually replaced by modern HPLC 

methods during monograph revision. As mentioned above since Ph. Eur. 10.6. the test 

for related substances of dapsone has been replaced by a HPLC-UV method. It now 

specifies three impurities and limits other impurities to less than 0.10% each. Thus, the 

impurity profile can now be better studied and the new limits for impurities imply a purer 

API [10]. 

 

1.3. Techniques for the control of impurities 
Different affinity of analytes to two immiscible phases enables chromatographic 

separation. Herein, the analytes are distributed between the stationary and the mobile 

phase and hence are separated due to different travel speeds. 
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The mobile phase may be a liquid, gas, or supercritical fluid and is passed through a 

chromatographic column, which contains a solid or liquid stationary phase immobilized 

on a solid or gel. In the chromatographic process, analytes are entrained along by the 

mobile phase and retained at the stationary phase by various mechanisms of 

interaction, such as adsorption, ionic interaction, mass distribution, size exclusion or 

stereochemical interaction. TLC, gas chromatography (GC) and high-performance 

liquid chromatography (HPLC), which is the gold standard in the analysis of APIs, 

drugs, and their impurities, are predominantly used for pharmaceutical purity 

analysis [11]. 

An HPLC instrument basically consists of a pumping system, an injector, a 

chromatographic column, a detector, and a data acquisition system. The mobile phase 

is pumped from the storage flask with a constant rate through the instrument [12]. 

As a stationary phase, a RP column is often used. A typical mobile phase for RP 

chromatography consists of a mixture of water and organic modifiers, e.g., acetonitrile, 

methanol, tetrahydrofuran or acetone. Typically the aqueous solution usually consists 

of buffering agents like phosphate, acetate or formate buffers, which are used to adopt 

a defined pH value [12, 13]. Its selection also depends on the type of detector used for 

the analysis. For example, volatile additives and buffering agents (like formic or acetic 

acid and their ammonium salts) must be used with aerosol-based detectors, like the 

charged aerosol detector (CAD) [14-16] or MS detectors [17-19]. Furthermore, ion 

pairing agents can be added to the mobile phases to perform ion pairing 

chromatography (IPC) for anions or cations on a common RP stationary phase. 

Therefore, e.g., alkylammonium and alkylsulfonate salts, are used, respectively [20]. 

For the chromatographic separation, various types of column materials are available. 

The column selection highly depends on the physicochemical properties of the 

analytes. Typically, derivatized reversed phase silica gel phases (e.g., C8, C18, 

phenyl, or PFP) are utilized for the drug analysis. For more challenging separation 

problems, porous graphite, mixed-mode or HILIC phases are applied [21-24]. Specially 

modified stationary phases, e.g., amylose or cellulose derivatives, are employed for 

chiral separations [25-27]. 

In general, smaller column particles (as utilized in UHPLC) lead to better efficiency 

than larger ones, but generate a higher backpressure [28], which can be a problem for 

older HPLC systems, that mostly can only operate up to 400 bar. E.g. Yang showed, 

that the switch from 4.0 µm particles to 1.7 µm lead to an increase of the plate number 
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from 2000 to 7500, which indicates better separation efficiency [29]. The influence of 

the linear flowrate 𝑢! on the resulting backpressure 𝑃 is expressed in Eq. 1 as a 

modification of Darcy’s law [30, 31], which nicely describes the influence of the particle 

diameter 𝑑" of the packing on the backpressure. The factor 𝑓 depends on particle 

packing and shape of the column material,	𝜂 is the viscosity of the solvent, 𝑟 is the 

column radius and 𝐿 is the column length. 

 

     𝑃 = 𝑓 #!$%
&'"(#"

     Eq. (I) 

 

Today, a higher backpressure is not a problem anymore, when the separation is 

performed by means of a modern UHPLC systems, that can operate at pressures up 

to 1000 bar [32]. Moreover, it can be beneficial for reasons of solvent and time savings, 

to use smaller particles in combination with a narrower and shorter column but 

equivalent separation efficiency [33]. 

As described before, porous graphite carbon (PGC) is a column material with unique 

mechanism of retention and therefore it might be an alternative for complex 

separations. On the one hand PGC shows retention comparable to a common 

octadecyl silyl (C18) stationary phase. In addition, however, it also provides retention 

for polar analytes, which is achieved by a polar retention effect of the graphite surface. 

Furthermore, it can be used in quite harsh conditions like high temperatures, very 

acidic and basic pH values [34-38]. 

“Hydrophilic Interaction Chromatography” (HILIC) can be an alternative for the analysis 

of polar compounds, as they are mostly too polar to be retained by RP columns. Small 

amounts of water in the mobile phase form a layer of aqueous phase on the surface of 

the stationary phase, which is able to interact with the hydrophilic regions of the polar 

analytes and thus support separation. HILIC can be useful for the separation of small 

molecules, like amino acids [34-36] or of polar sugars [21, 37, 38]. 

An ideal detector has to be sensitive to very low concentrations, independent of the 

type of analyte, linear over a wide range of concentration, independent of the solvent 

and temperature used, and prevents peak broadening. 

Of course, such an ideal detector does not exist, and compromises must always be 

made, even though today's detectors often come close to an ideal detector. 
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1.3.1. UV detector 
The ultraviolet (UV) and ultraviolet-visible (UV/VIS) detectors are the most common 

HPLC detector types since most analytes absorb light in the UV or visible spectrum. 

According to the Beer-Lambert law, the absorbance of the analyte and its 

concentration form a linear relationship, which allows simple evaluation of the 

analysis [13, 39, 40]. 

There are two general types of detectors - simple photocells or photodiode arrays. In 

contrast to the simple photocell detector, the Diode Array Detector (DAD), allows to 

record whole UV/VIS spectra in the previously defined range and thus can check peak 

purity within analysis and allows the simultaneous record of more than one single 

wavelength [41]. 

One major advantage of the UV detector is, that it is simple to use, even with gradient 

elution. However, it can only be applied with a non-absorbing mobile phase. Therefore, 

the cutoff wavelengths (a wavelength below the solvent absorbs too strong) of the 

solvents used must be considered, which are displayed in Table 2. 

Next, the UV detector is a non-destructive detector and in the case of preparative 

HPLC analysis, the respective compounds can be gathered in a fraction collector and 

thus can be further used for other experiments. 

 

Table 2: Typical solvent used for HPLC and their respective UV cutoff [13] 

Solvent UV cutoff (nm) 
Acetone 330 
Acetonitrile 190 
Ethanol 210 
Isopropanol 205 
Methanol 205 
Tetrahydrofuran 212 
Water 190 

 

However, there are also some drawbacks associated with the use of the UV detector. 

E.g., changes of the temperature within the chromatographic system influences the 

refractive index of the eluent and thus changes the absorption and thereby causes 

baseline drift [42]. Also, peak broadening due to temperature-dependent diffusion 
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processes cannot be excluded. Modern instrumentations have reduced this issue by 

holding the temperature in the detector constant. 

Next, the sensitivity of the detector, especially at low wavelengths is dependent on the 

UV lamps used. Furthermore, the detector should not be used for the determination of 

very large and very small analyte amounts at the same time. In a standard flow cell 

small amounts of analytes are not sufficiently recorded, as their signal is broadened. 

In this case, special flow cells of smaller volume need to be used. The other way round, 

for higher amounts of analyte, the detector would reach its detection limit and the 

amount is not recorded correctly. Therefore, the operator must choose the correct flow 

cell setting for the respective analytical task. 

Probably the biggest shortcoming of the UV detector is that analytes without a 

chromophore cannot simply be detected. To overcome this problem, universal 

detectors such as the charged aerosol detector (CAD) can be utilized either as single 

detector or as a hyphenated detector setting behind the UV detector. 
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1.3.1. Charged aerosol detector 
Among the universal detectors, the Evaporative Light Scattering Detector (ELSD), 

which was commercially introduced in the early 1980s [43], is now routinely used for 

the assay of quality influencing compounds in several herbal drugs [44-49], for the 

assay of phospholipids [50, 51], for the composition of triglycerides in sesame oil [52], 

or for limit tests for substances lacking a chromophore [53, 54]. However, the use within 

the related substances test of APIs seems to be not the best choice, since the detector 

can generate spike peaks due to the large amount of the main signal of the API, when 

concentrated solutions - as needed within the related substances tests - were 

injected [55]. The Ph. Eur. monographs for related substances using an ELSD, advice 

to use a valve to cut the main peak out and thereby to save the detector [56, 57]. 

 
This problem was solved by the charged aerosol detector (CAD), which was already 

patented in 2001. However, the first generation of the CAD commercially available was 

introduced in 2005 [14]. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic operating principle of the CAD 

Reproduced with the permission of Thermo Fisher Scientific 

 
Its detection principle (see Figure 1) is based on the measurement of the charge from 

previously dried and charged aerosol particles: The HPLC eluate (1), entering the 
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CAD, is nebulized by means of nitrogen gas. The resulting droplets are not of the same 

size. The ones, that are too big are drained to waste (2), while the smaller ones are 

transferred by a nitrogen stream to an evaporation tube (3), where the incoming 

aerosol is dried. Next, in the corona charging chamber, positive charge is transferred 

from nitrogen to the dried particles (4). After passing an ion trap for small ions, a 

collector captures the charged particles, and an electrometer (5) measures the positive 

charge reaching the collector. 

 

For those nebulization processes, the droplet size, more precisely the Sauter mean 

diameter (SMD) can be predicted by the Nukiyama-Tanasawa equation [14, 58], 

𝑆𝑀𝐷 = )*)×,$.&

-.'/.(0×1$.&
+ 597 1 $

(,×1)$.&
2
4.6)

× 41000 7(
7'
7
8.)

  Eq. (II) 

where 𝜎 is the surface tension of the eluent, 𝑣9 and 𝑣: are the axial speeds of the gas 

or the liquid, respectively. 𝜌 describes the density of the eluent, while 𝜂 is its dynamic 

viscosity. 𝑄: and 𝑄9 represent the flow rate of the eluent and of the gas. 

Due to the design of the detector, droplets of the primary aerosol that are too large are 

removed by impact to the wall of the spray chamber, and with them the analytes they 

contain. Consequently, eluents i.e., organic solvate that form smaller droplets (e.g., 

those with low viscosity or low surface tension) allow a larger fraction of the analyte to 

enter the evaporation tube and thus producing a higher signal. The CAD signal itself 

depends on the mean charge per dried particle, which in turn depends on the diameter 

𝑑 of the dried aerosol particles [14, 59, 60]. This can be described by Eq. (III) within a 

relationship to the aerosol particle diameter 𝐷: 

𝑑 = 𝐷 × 1;)
1)
2
*
+    Eq. (III) 

A nonlinear relationship between 𝑑 and the solute mass concentration 𝐶< is indicated 

by the exponent of the equation. The solute density 𝜌< also influences the diameter of 

the dried particles. To compensate this nonlinear response, the analyst can 

theoretically multiply the obtained peak areas by the cube root of the respective 

density [61]. However, in practice the analytes of the related substances tests are of 

comparable physicochemical properties and thus this compensation is not needed. 
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The obtained dried particles are charged by encountering a gas stream, which in turn 

has been positively charged by a corona discharge [62]. Later, they are led to a 

collector, which converts the charge into an output signal. The response of the analytes 

is approximately mass flow dependent. Consequently, an equal signal can be 

generated by the same mass of all nonvolatile analytes. Thus, it is a sensitive and 

almost universal detector [63]. 

The CAD, like all aerosol-based detectors, generates a non-linear response that can 

be described by a power law function: 

𝐴 = 𝑎?𝑚=>?A
@     Eq. (IV) 

Thereby, the relationship between the peak area response 𝐴 and the analyte mass 

injected 𝑚=>? is described. The factors 𝑎 and 𝑏 depend on the experimental conditions. 

Only for 𝑏 = 1.0 the response is linear [60, 64]. However, for most analytes, the CAD 

signal is not linear over the entire working range of the detector, but it may be quasi-

linear within a small range of two orders of magnitude [65]. A double logarithmic 

transformation of the calibration curve can help to linearize the CAD signal over a wider 

range [64]. For linearization, the power function value (PFV) can alternatively be 

applied after optimization for the respective compound [66]. Modern generations of 

CAD also allow the temperature of the evaporation tube to be controlled, providing a 

tool for method optimization to achieve better performance over a wider range [67]. 

Under Ph. Eur. today, the CAD has to be used for the related substances tests of 

topiramate and vigabatrin as well as for the contrast agent gadobutrol [68-70]. 

Taken together, the usage of the CAD can be beneficial for compounds lacking a 

chromophore. However, in most cases UV detection is superior since most analytes 

have a chromophore and then the UV detector performs to its full sensitivity strengths. 

The hyphenation of UV detectors and charged aerosol detectors allows sensitive 

detection of analytes carrying a chromophore, while at the same time the analytes 

without a chromophore are not missed. The combined setup can thus be an optimal 

detector assembly [71]. 
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1.4. More impurities than specified within the 
pharmacopoeia 

As stated in previous sections of this work not all impurities of an API are listed in the 

transparency list of the pharmacopoeia. Several of them are simply unknown. For the 

development of new drugs, the impurity profile of the drug is kind of a black box. This 

is a real problem for the pharmaceutical industry, as it has to prove the efficacy, safety 

and appropriate quality of the drugs for its patients [72]. Consequently, pharmaceutical 

manufacturer must know everything about their products. As part of the approval 

process of a drug, companies must therefore submit evidence of their drug's quality. 

This also includes the by-products that arise. But how is that done? 

One option for that is a deep evaluation of the whole manufacturing process itself, 

including all potential side reactions and impurities of reagents and solvents. 

Therefore, reaction matrices can be built up for each step of the synthesis. These 

matrices have to be evaluated, whether the reaction probably takes place or not [73]. 

After that, it is necessary to check which of the potential impurities are present in the 

product and then quantify them in a targeted approach. 

Another option is, that scientists find additional impurities by chance, that were not 

under observation. E.g., within the impurity profiling of dapsone one additional impurity 

was found and identified [74]. Those findings must be explained, added to the reaction 

matrix and further evaluated. 

Last but not least, solvents are often neglected in their importance; they may either 

undergo reactions or contribute to contaminated products through their impurities [75]. 

Taken together, it is not so easy to find impurities unless you are specifically looking 

for them. Structurally related substances can be easier detected than those whose 

chemical structure is not related to the API. Therefore, untargeted approaches should 

be applied in addition, to supplement impurities that are not under observation [76, 77]. 

It goes without saying that only those analytes can be found for which the respective 

detector is suitable. A setup with different complementary detectors would therefore 

be quite useful for the analytics of the development phase of a drug [15].  
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2. Aim of the thesis 
The analysis of APIs, in particular its purity profiling, is an important field of activity 

nowadays. Even though many details about long-established APIs are already known, 

new impurities of APIs might occur. 

The aim of this thesis is to further improve the quality analysis of monographed APIs 

and thus to contribute to the supply of the population with pure active ingredients. For 

this purpose, various aspects of impurity analysis should be studied in more detail. The 

thesis can therefore be divided into four main topics: 

 

1. Cetirizine. The drug ought to be chosen as an example for a detailed risk 

assessment of the manufacturing process of the API. The process of a risk 

assessment should be highlighted in detail. In this context, it was aimed to 

examine the impurity profile in more detail using reaction matrices. 

Subsequently, it will be checked whether the impurities actually found in the API 

occur in them or further evaluations are necessary. 

 

2. Dapsone. It was aimed to develop and validate an HPLC method that could 

replace the existing TLC method for related substances. In addition to the 

method intended for pharmacopeial use, a somewhat simplified method should 

also be developed. It is being considered to be used in countries with less well-

equipped laboratories and still offers an improvement in comparison to the TLC 

method. 

 

3. Baclofen. It was aimed to develop and validate an improved HPLC method that 

could replace the existing pharmacopoeial method for related substances. In 

addition, CAD detection should be used to detect impurities without 

chromophore, if any are present. 

 

4. Acarbose. Due to the weak chromophore of the API and its impurities, the 

studies aimed for a method making use of CAD detection. Since beside the 

detection of the analytes, their separation is challenging, several detection 

techniques should be evaluated. Alternative methods for the impurity profiling 

of acarbose were aimed to be developed and validated. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Risk assessment report of potential impurities in 
cetirizine dihydrochloride 
Adrian Leistner, Stephan Haerling, Joerg-Detlef Kreher, Ivonne Becker, Dirk 

Jung, Ulrike Holzgrabe 

 

Reprinted with permission from J. Pharm. Biomed. Anal. 2020, 189, 113425. 

Copyright (2020) Elsevier. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jpba.2020.113425 

Abstract 

Recently, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) had reported on “unexpected” impurities in a couple of sartans, 

ranitidine, and metformin. These events led to a lot of discussion with regard to the risk 

assessment for the production process itself. Most of these discussions covered the 

field of nitrosamine impurities only, but that would be too short-sighted. One should 

expand that scope. It is impossible to synthesize a 100 % pure compound which holds 

true for all active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs). Different synthetic routes result in 

different impurity profiles. Therefore, pharmacopoeias try to consider all possible 

impurities that can arise from different drug synthesis routes in one a single monograph 

for impurity assessment. However, API manufacturers cannot simply rely on the 

impurity profile reported in pharmacopoeias for the production of a high-quality product. 

They have to implement a whole risk assessment to rate the presence of impurities in 

the API. Here, a strategy to evaluate and minimize the load of potential risks of 

impurities during the manufacturing process of the drug substance cetirizine 

dihydrochloride within the frame of a detailed risk assessment report is demonstrated. 

1. Introduction 
Recently, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the U.S. Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) had reported on “unexpected” impurities, the nitrosamines, in a 

couple of sartans [1], ranitidine [2] and metformin [3]. These events led to a lot of 

discussion with regard to the risk assessment for the production process that not only 

comprises the starting materials and reactants but also auxiliary materials, solvents, 
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and possible side products [4]. Most of these discussions covered the field of 

nitrosamine impurities only, but this would be too short-sighted. Therefore, we present 

a typical assessment which has to be performed for all manufacturing processes and 

for all drugs. As a representative drug substance, we have chosen Cetirizine 

dihydrochloride (Figure 1), later described as cetirizine. 

                  

and 
enantiomer 

 

Figure 1: Cetirizine: (RS)-2-((4-((4-chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl)piperazin-1-yl) 
methoxy)acetic acid dihydrochloride 

Cetirizine (ATC R06E07) [5] is a H1-antihistaminic drug of the second generation. It is 

commonly used for the treatment of seasonal allergic rhinitis, perennial rhinitis, and 

chronic idiopathic urticaria [6]. It was patented in 1981 [7, 8] and came into medical 

use in 1987 under the brand name Zyrtec® [9]. Enantiomeric pure Levocetirizine is 

marketed as well. Today, cetirizine is a very commonly applied drug. Thus, many 

generic brands are available on the market without prescription. In 2016, more than 16 

million packages of oral antihistaminic drugs were sold in pharmacies [10]. 

In general, it is impossible to synthesize a 100 % pure compound which holds true for 

all active pharmaceutical ingredients (API). They are always accompanied by 

impurities which can be organized in the following classes [11]: organic impurities 

(process- and drug-related), often called related substances; inorganic impurities; 

residual solvents [12]; potential mutagenic impurities (PMI) and potential genotoxic 

impurities (PGI) [13]. In the last 20-30 years, the PGI have drawn the attention of the 

regulatory authorities.  

A typical example is the recently found N-nitrosodimethylamine (NDMA) in valsartan 

which occurred due to a change of the synthetic pathway [14]. Besides the formation 

of synthesis side products, problems might also arise from solvents due to degradation, 

solvent recovery, and cross-contamination in the manufacturing processes. Thus, 

insufficient control of impurities can quickly end up in a big problem. Hence, it is very 

important to analyze each synthesis step for the possible formation of side-products 

and to define the purity of all reagents and solvents used. Consequently, the ICH 
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guideline Q3A(R2) on Impurities in New Drug Substances states that “The applicant 

should summarize the actual and potential impurities most likely to arise during the 

synthesis, purification, and storage of the new drug substance. This summary should 

be based on sound scientific appraisal of the chemical reactions involved in the 

synthesis, impurities associated with raw materials that could contribute to the impurity 

profile of the new drug substance, and possible degradation products. This discussion 

can be limited to those impurities that might reasonably be expected based on 

knowledge of the chemical reactions and conditions involved. In addition, the applicant 

should summarize the laboratory studies conducted to detect impurities in the new 

drug substance.” [11]. Hence, some sort of risk assessment has been published by the 

regulatory authorities (EMA) for the NDMA occurrence in valsartan [4]. However, this 

should have already been done by the manufacturer upon changing the synthesis 

conditions. It is essential, that there are adequate methods to control all various sub-

classes of impurities as defined in ICH Q3A or ICH M7. 

In this article, a strategy to evaluate and minimize the load of potential risks of 

impurities during the manufacturing process of the drug substance cetirizine within the 

frame of a detailed risk assessment report is demonstrated. 

As a first step in the control of an API, the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) or the 

United States Pharmacopoeia (USP) should be consulted for controlled impurities. 

Next, the respective synthesis pathway has to be evaluated for the formation of 

potential impurities, residual solvents, or PGIs in order to find out whether the chosen 

synthesis strategy is in accordance with the one considered for the elaboration of the 

pharmacopoeial monograph. Basically, the monograph offers a starting point for a risk 

assessment. In addition, the aim of the assessment is to retrieve impurities that are 

either process-related, specific or have a higher risk potential (PGI) than the 

monographed impurities. For cetirizine, the Ph. Eur. [15] limits six specified 

impurities A - F to be not more than 0.15%, each. Other impurities than A - F are 

regarded as unspecified impurities and must be below 0.10%. Peaks below a threshold 

of 0.05% can be disregarded when calculating the total amount of impurities. Of note, 

PGIs and PMIs are not captured by these methods. They must be controlled by a 

separate suitable test. 

The impurities considered in the Ph. Eur. are summarized in Table 1. Additionally, the 

origin is given.
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Table 1: Impurities listed in the European Pharmacopoeia 

Impurity Name Structure Origin 

A (RS)-1-[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine 

 

and enantiomer Arises during synthesis due to impurity in 
starting material 

B 
(RS)-2-[4-[(4-

chorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-
yl]acetic acid 

 

and enantiomer Arises during synthesis due to impurity in 
starting material or Oxidation of imp. G 

C 
(RS)-2-[2-[4-[(2-

chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]acetic acid 

 

and enantiomer Impurity in starting material leads to 
Regio-isomer 

D 1,4-bis[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine 

 

 
Condensation of two molecules of the 

starting material with piperazine 
originating as impurity in starting material 

E 
(RS)-2-[2-[2-[4-[(4-

chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]ethoxy]acetic acid (Ethoxy 

cetirizine) 
 

and enantiomer Impurity in piperazinoethanol (starting 
material) leads to impurity 

F 2-[2-[4-(diphenylmethyl)piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]acetic acid 

 

 

Impurity in starting material leads to 
impurity 

G 
(RS)-2-[4-[(4-

chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-
yl]ethan-1-ol 

 

and enantiomer Intermediate 
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Table 2: USP monographed cetirizine impurities. 

USP Impurity Name Structure Origin 

4-Chlorobenzhydrol (RS)-(4-chlorophenyl)(phenyl)methanol 

 

and enantiomer 

Impurity in 
starting material 

or water in 
starting material 

Dimer 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. D 

1,4-bis[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine See Table 1 

2-Chlorocetirizine 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. C 

(RS)-2-[2-[4-[(2-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-

yl]ethoxy]acetic acid 
See Table 1 

Cetirizine related 
compound A 

 
≙ Cetirizine ethyl 

ester 

ethyl (RS)-2-(2-(4-[(3-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-

yl)ethoxy) acetate 

 

and enantiomer 
Insufficient 

saponification of 
intermediate 

Deschlorocetirizine 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. F 

(2-[2-[4-(diphenylmethyl)piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]acetic acid See Table 1 

CBHP 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. A 

(RS)-1-[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine See Table 1 
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Table 3: Alternative USP monographed cetirizine impurities. 

USP Impurity Name Structure Origin 

Deschlorocetirizine 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. F 

2-[2-[4-(diphenylmethyl)piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]acetic acid See Table 1 

Cetirizine ethanol 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. G 

(RS)-2-[4-[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine-1-

yl]ethanol 
See Table 1 

CBHP 
≙ Ph.Eur imp.A 

(RS)-1-[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine See Table 1 

2-Chlorocetirizine 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. C 

(RS)-2-[2-[4-[(2-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl)piperazin-1-

yl]ethoxy]acetic acid 
See Table 1 

Cetirizine methyl 
ester 

(RS)-Methyl 2-(2-[4-[(4-
chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-yl] 

ethoxy)acetate 

 
 
 
 

                      and enantiomer 

Insufficient 
saponification of 
intermediate or 

esterification due to 
process-related imp. of 
solvent in precipitation 

process 

3-Chlorocetirizine 
(RS)-2-[2-[4-[(4-

chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl)piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]acetic acid 

 
 
 

 
                      and enantiomer 

Impurity in starting 
material leads to 

Regio-isomer 

Cetirizine acetic 
acid 

≙ Ph. Eur. Imp B 

(RS)-2-[4-[(4-
chorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazin-1-yl]acetic 

acid 
See Table 1 
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Table (3): Continued  

USP Impurity Name Structure 

Cetirizine N-oxide 
(RS)-2-[2-[4-[(4-

chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl)piperazin-1-
yl]ethoxy]acetic acid N-oxide 

 
and enantiomer 

 

4-Chlorobenzhydrol (RS)-(4-chlorophenyl)(phenyl)methanol See Table 2 

4-Chloro-
benzophenone (4-chlorophenyl)phenylmethanone 

 

Impurity in staring 
material or oxidation of 

starting material 

Dimer 
≙ Ph.Eur. Imp. D 1,4-bis[(4-chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl]piperazine See Table 1 

O
ON+

N

O-
Cl

H OH

O

Cl
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The monograph “Cetirizine dihydrochloride” in USP 42 [16] allows not more than 0.1% 

of each specified impurity. This limit is valid for unspecified impurities as well. Peaks 

below 0.02% can be disregarded. 

It can be seen from Table 2 that the Ph. Eur. impurities B, G, and E are not included in 

the USP monograph, indicating that different production processes might have been 

considered when establishing the monographs. Furthermore, the USP limits the 

specified impurities to 0.1% while the Ph. Eur. limits these impurities to 0.15%. 

If cetirizine ethanol ((2-(4-((4-chlorophenyl)phenylmethyl)piperizin-1-yl)ethanol) or 

cetirizine acetic acid are present in the test substance, a different impurity profile is 

expected and an alternative test is recommended to be performed according to the 

USP, resulting in the impurity profile listed in Table 3. 

Of course, this list is not a conclusive enumeration. For example, there are some 

additional impurities in finished dosage forms [17-20]. However, this publication 

focuses on impurities that are likely to be present in the API, only. 

As already mentioned, the impurities listed in Pharmacopoeias are related to the 

synthesis pathway. Thus, some exemplary synthesis pathways used in production 

scales are summarized below. 
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2. Synthesis of Cetirizine 
The synthesis of cetirizine given in the European patent EP 58 146 [8] starts off with 

the nucleophilic substitution of 4-chlorobenzhydryl chloride (1) with sodium carbonate 

solution giving the substituted piperazine derivative (3). Next, the carbamate is 

hydrolyzed with hydrochloric acid to achieve (4) and subsequently the cetirizine methyl 

ester is formed by nucleophilic substitution using methyl(2-chloroethoxy)acetate. 

Finally, the ester is saponificated with potassium hydroxide to yield cetirizine 

(Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2: Synthetic pathway according to EP 58 146. 

A more recent pathway is described by Reiter et al. [21]. It starts one step ahead as 

can be seen in Figure 3. To form the 4-chlorobenzhydryl chloride, 4-chloro-

benzophenone is reduced by sodium borohydride and the obtained alcohol is activated 

with thionyl chloride to give 4-chlorobenzhydryl chloride (1) followed by a nucleophilic 

substitution with piperazinoethanol. After washing with water and a further nucleophilic 

substitution, an amide is formed which is hydrolyzed to achieve the final API. 
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Figure 3: Synthetic pathway according to Reiter et al. [16]. 

Of note, the reactive compound 2-chloro-N,N-dimethylacetamide (9) used for the last 

nucleophilic substitution is synthesized from 2-chloroacetyl chloride and 

dimethylamine. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that the starting material does not 

contain NDMA which might be formed during the synthesis when the inorganic impurity 

nitrite is present during the manufacturing process. If pure chemicals are used, this risk 

does not exist. Nevertheless, it must be ensured that nitrite is absolutely absent in 

processes dealing with dimethylamine. 

Different synthetic routes result in different impurity profiles. Therefore, 

pharmacopoeias try to consider all possible impurities that can arise from different drug 

synthesis routes in a single monograph for impurity assessment. 

However, API manufacturers such as Arevipharma cannot simply rely on the impurity 

profile reported in pharmacopoeias for the production of a high-quality product 

(cf. Figure 4). They have to implement a whole risk assessment to rate the presence 
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of impurities in the respective API. The potential impurities most likely occurring during 

synthesis, purification, and storage are assessed based on sound scientific 

assessment of the chemical reactions involved in the synthesis, impurities associated 

with starting materials, intermediates, reagents, auxiliaries, and catalysts. All possible 

impurities contribute to the impurity profile in addition to possible degradation products. 

The risk assessment is necessary even when using previously described synthesis 

pathways because slight changes of the procedures, e.g. changing the supplier of 

reagents, as well as slight modifications of the reaction conditions can have a 

substantial influence on the impurity profile. Organic impurities, residual solvents, and 

PGIs have to meet the requirements of the ICH guidelines Q3A “Impurities in new drug 

substances”, Q3C “Residual solvents”, and M7 “Assessment and control of DNA 

reactive (mutagenic) impurities in pharmaceuticals to limit potential carcinogenic 

risk” [11-13]. 

For synthesis of the API, Arevipharma starts by converting 4-chlorobenzhydryl chloride 

with piperazinoethanol to form the base (8). Next, the carboxylate (11) is formed. The 

acid is released with an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid and the dihydrogen 

chloride is eventually precipitated with hydrogen chloride gas in acetone. 

 

 
Figure 4: Synthetic pathway assessed by Arevipharma – a process based on 

WO2004103982 and IN2007MU00826. 
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3. Arising of impurities 
One source of impurities is the starting material used for synthesis of the API itself. Not 

all starting materials are specified or even listed in the European Pharmacopoeia. For 

example, this holds true for 2-piperazinoethanol. For dimethylformamide, no impurities 

are specified but the degradation to dimethylamine and carbon monoxide has to be 

considered. Only the content of water is limited to 0.1%. Acetone is monographed in 

the European Pharmacopoeia limiting the impurities methanol and isopropanol to 

0.05% (v/v) and benzene to 2 ppm (v/v). Any other impurity might be present at a limit 

of less than 0.05% (v/v). Water may be present in a maximum content of 3 g/L [15]. 

Nonetheless, it is allowed to manufacturers to set their own specification limits for their 

solvents (Table 4). Therefore, the purity of the starting material has to be specified and 

controlled well by setting narrow in-house limits for potential impurities to achieve a 

high-quality drug product. A good specification of the starting material is one of the 

most effective control strategies to reduce the load of impurities. 

 

Table 4: Selection of starting material and solvents including the specification thereof. 

Starting material/ Solvent 
(CAS) Observed and potential impurities Content 

2-Piperazinoethanol 
(103-76-4) 

piperazine 
1-((2-hydroxyethoxy)ethyl)piperazine 

each unspecified single impurity 
water 

£0.10% 
£0.10% 
£0.10% 
£0.3% 

Acetone, pure 
(67-64-1) 

methanol 
isopropanol 

benzene 
diacetone alcohol 

water 

£0.1% 
£0.1% 
£0.02% 
£0.1% 
£0.2% 

Dimethylformamide 
(68-12-2) 

dimethylamine 
formamide 
methanol 

every other single impurity 
water 

£0.05% 
£0.05% 
£0.01% 
£0.05% 
£0.05% 

 

Secondly, potential impurities might originate from solvents used in the manufacturing 

process. Their purity has to be specified and controlled analogously to the starting 

materials. Third, potential impurities originating from reagents used in the 

manufacturing process have to be specified as well. Luckily, in the assessed cetirizine 
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synthesis no organic impurities originating from the reagent materials are expected 

and thus, this potential source of impurities can be neglected. 

Potential impurities originating from the reaction itself are probably the most important 

source. Therefore, a rigorous impurity and carry-over assessment was developed in 

order to address the formation and fate of impurities during the whole manufacturing 

process of cetirizine dihydrochloride. It is necessary to evaluate all sources of potential 

impurities and their transformations during the process. For this, a two-step approach 

is applied: 

1. - Identification of impurities using a reaction matrix 

2. - The risk of carry-over of impurities likely to be present in the active substance 

and further assessment of their mutagenic potential (risk assessment) 

 

The reaction matrix built contains starting materials as well as reagents, auxiliaries, 

intermediates, solvents, and their impurities of each step of the process. Additionally, 

the chemical reactions to potential contaminants were examined under the process 

conditions. Each reaction and purification step of the whole manufacturing process 

depends on a detailed evaluation. 

A reaction matrix for the following exemplary reaction is given below. The compounds 

A and B form the products C and D in a reaction using solvent S. 

 

 

   
Figure 5: Schematic reaction matrix to evaluate the arise of impurities. 

In this matrix, all used starting materials, reagents, auxiliaries, intermediates, and 

solvents as well as their known and potential (concluded from their manufacturing 

process) impurities are listed in the first row. To clarify the matrix given in Figure 5, 

A + B
solvent = S

C + D
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starting material A, its impurities A1 and A2 as well as B and impurity B1, products C 

and D, solvent S are put in the first row and all the major compounds given in the 

reaction scheme above are filled in the first column. If this reaction forms intermediates, 

they are put in the first row as well (e.g. i1, i2 or i3). Each table element has to be 

evaluated for potential reaction products in between the corresponding row and column 

element. The reaction products are continuously numbered in this scheme as 

impurities I1 to I36. 

To explain the procedure in more detail, the first reaction step (Figure 4) is taken as an 

example (see Table 5): In the first row of the matrix, the starting materials (1) and (2) 

and the product (3) as well as a selection of the known impurities of the starting 

material (4) and (5) can be found. As described, the first column is filled with the major 

compounds (1), (2) and (3). Each table element had been evaluated for a potential 

reaction. E.g., the starting material (1) reacts with starting material (2) to give the 

product (3) but in addition it also reacts to the impurity (6). To simplify the scheme a 

selection is shown only. 

It was assumed that it is unlikely that reagents and their impurities are reacting with 

each other because of their co-existence in the starting material. This assumption 

applies only, if activating effects (e.g. pH value, catalysts, temperature) are absent and 

an activation by chemical transformation can be excluded. Nevertheless, these 

assumptions have to be assessed carefully. At this point of the assessment, the use 

of reaction matrices can be a powerful tool. Second, it is unlikely that two impurities of 

starting material or reagents are reacting with each other due to their low concentration. 

One exception was defined: In case of solvent, impurities can react with each other 

because they are present in higher quantities. Furthermore, it was assumed that at 

some point further conversion of impurities into new species is unlikely due to 

incomplete reaction and decreasing concentration of reactants (exception: reactant = 

solvent). 
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Table 5: Selection of starting material and impurities to build a reaction matrix for the 
first step [numbered according to Arevipharma]. 
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Creating the final matrix can be compared to a rolling circle (Figure 6): After evaluating 

the reaction matrix for the first time, the processor has to look at the molecules. If they 

carry reactive groups, they have to be added to the first row of the matrix. Their 

interactions with the major compounds have to be considered until no “reactive” 

impurities are existent.  

Next, the chance for the carry-over of potential impurities has to be evaluated. The 

probability of carry-over is classified in four categories: 

 

1 - Unlikely to be carried over 

2 - Likely to be depleted, but potential carryover 

3 - Likely to be carried over 

4 - PGIs that are likely to be present in the final API 

 

Impurities that are classified as group 2, 3, or 4 substances were transferred to the 

reaction matrix of the next process step. The decision whether an impurity/compound 

is carried over into the next step is based on an evaluation of key chemical and physical 

properties like reactivity, melting/boiling point, solubility, distribution during extraction, 

and crystallization behavior. This semi-quantitative approach based on theoretical 

purging factors as described by [22] has been applied to several processes over the 

last years. 

Degradation products, which might impact the shelf-life specifications, can be identified 

by stability studies and stress tests of the environmental factors pH, light, oxygen, 

temperature, and humidity. These tests are not part of this assessment – but might be 

the starting point of a follow-up review considering the systematic review of the 

degradation profile and degradation pathways. 
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Figure 6: Schematic flow chart how to build up the entire risk assessment. 
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4. Potential genotoxic impurities 
PGIs have attracted the attention of regulatory authorities over the last 20-30 years. 

The ICH guideline M7 outlines recommendations for assessment and control of 

mutagenic impurities that reside or are reasonably expected to exist in the final drug 

substance or product. The “Threshold of Toxicological Concern” (TTC) concept was 

developed to define an acceptable intake for any unstudied chemical that poses a 

negligible risk of carcinogenicity or other toxic effects. The methods upon which the 

TTC is based are generally considered to be very conservative. PGIs are initially 

identified by their chemical structure being associated with genotoxic activity. 

The hazard assessment was done for all impurities that are likely to be present in the 

API according to the carryover considerations. Therefore, all impurities are categorized 

in five classes in conformity to ICH M7. For example, Class 1 compounds are defined 

as mutagenic carcinogens. They must be controlled at or below a specific acceptable 

limit. At the other end of the list, Class 5 compounds do not carry alerting structural 

elements/groups and are treated as non-mutagenic impurities. In a nutshell, it is 

possible to categorize each compound according to its mutagenic hazard into these 

five classes and decide whether or not it is necessary to define limits due to otherwise 

existing health risks. In accordance to ICH M7 Guideline Class 4 and Class 5, 

impurities are treated like non-mutagenic substances and their limits have been 

defined in accordance to the ICH Q3 A-D guideline. 

For sake of completeness it should be noted, that quantitative structure–activity 

relationship (QSAR) tools also exist. They can be used to support these kinds of 

assessments as well. 

5. Residual solvents 
The ICH Q3C guideline provides applicable limits for residual solvents based on the 

permitted daily exposure (PDE) and categorizes solvents in three classifications in 

accordance to their toxicity: 

“Class 1 solvents: Solvents to be avoided. Known human carcinogens, strongly 

suspected human carcinogens, and environmental hazards. 

Class 2 solvents: Solvents to be limited. Non-genotoxic animal carcinogens or 

possible causative agents of other irreversible toxicity such as 

neurotoxicity or teratogenicity. Solvents suspected of other 

significant but reversible toxicities. 
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Class 3 solvents: Solvents with low toxic potential. Solvents with low toxic potential to 

the human body; no health-based exposure limit is needed. Class 

3 solvents have PDEs of 50 mg or more per day” [12]. 

Of note, Class 1 solvents that might be present in another solvent (e.g. toluene or 

acetone containing benzene) are considered as well. 

6. Risk of the formation of PGI under synthesis conditions 
The manufacturing process includes the precipitation of the hydrochlorides in acetone 

followed by drying at elevated temperatures. Under these conditions it is possible that 

mesityl oxide is formed [23] and reacts with hydrogen chloride having emerged from 

the ammonium salts. 

 
Figure 7: Formation of mesityl oxide and hypothetical addition of HCl generating 2-Cl 

and 3-Cl substituted compounds. 

Two possible regioisomers can be formed during a reaction of hydrochloric acid to 

mesityl oxide (Figure 7). It is known that adding hydrochloric acid results in the 

selective formation of the higher substituted halide (Markovnikov's rule). [24] The 2-

chloro derivative can only be generated if a tertiary amine is present (Baylis–Hillman 

like reaction) [24], but the precipitated hydrochlorides are quaternary ammonium salts 

with essentially no nucleophilicity. Therefore, it is plausible that only the 3-chloro 

derivative is likely to be present after the drying process. Considering the maximum 

daily dose of 20 mg cetirizine dihydrochloride per day, the identification threshold is 

0.10 % according to ICH Q3A. Lower thresholds can be appropriate if the impurity is 

unusually toxic, e.g. Class 4-5, ICH M7. Here, the reporting threshold for impurities is 

set to 0.05%. 

 
Figure 8: Impurities 220, 227, 228 and 230. 

Impurities 220, 227, 228, and 230 (Figure 8) have been classified as Class 3 

compounds due to their structural alert as an alkylating agent but with no mutagenicity 

data available (ICH M7). [13] According to ICH M7, the daily intake of 1.5 μg of a single 
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mutagenic substance is acceptable for a treatment duration of more than 10 years to 

lifetime. Of note, for some sub-classes the limit is even higher. Nevertheless, a very 

conservative way was chosen. 

Taking into account the permitted daily exposure (PDE) of 20 mg cetirizine 

dihydrochloride, a limit of 75 ppm of a single potential genotoxic contaminant (PGI) 

was calculated (8.)	B9
C4	B9

= 75	𝑝𝑝𝑚) [9]. 

As directed according to ICH M7 guideline, no routine testing is necessary when it can 

be guaranteed that levels of the impurity in the drug substance are less than 30% of 

the acceptable limit for at least six consecutive pilot scale or three consecutive 

production scale batches. 30% of the lowest limit of 75 ppm of an individual PGI in 

cetirizine are calculated to be 22 ppm. 

If there are at least three known mutagens with unknown carcinogenic potential 

(class 2 according to ICH M7) or impurities with alerting structure, unrelated to the 

structure of the drug substance (class 3 according to ICH M7), the total PGIs have to 

be limited to a total daily intake of 5 μg/day. Analogue to the criteria above, a limit of 

250 ppm of multiple PGIs can be calculated. 30% of the lowest limit of 250 ppm of 

multiple PGIs in cetirizine dihydrochloride are calculated to be 75 ppm. Hence, if the 

manufacturer can prove to reliably produce batches containing <22 ppm of individual 

PGI and <75 ppm of total PGIs, no testing is needed. During the hazard assessment, 

four impurities were identified to be candidates for genotoxic impurities. They are 

illustrated in Figure 8. 

Taken together, 222 compounds have been identified in this assessment as potential 

impurities. The carry-over of most of them can be neglected due to their 

physicochemical properties. Fortunately, only a few of them will be found in the final 

API product in very low amounts. 

7. Control strategy 
To identify the components an extensive fate and purge assessment was performed 

in accordance to [22] based on reactivities, solubilities, volatilities, ionizability, and 

crystallization behavior. However, the theoretical risk assessment of the presence of 

impurities and their carry-over to the final API based on predictions made from 

chemical knowledge is only one component of an impurity risk assessment. The 

second centerpiece – the implementation of an adequate control strategy – is a crucial 
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part of an impurity risk assessment, which can be challenging due to the different level 

impurities have to be controlled at. 

Beginning from starting materials, solvents and auxiliaries via intermediates up to the 

final API adequate specifications are established and justified based on the underlying 

risk of potential impurity contamination. In this context, impurities that might be present 

or might be carried-over are controlled – and the process capability for their depletion 

is continuously monitored. 

For impurities that are evaluated to pose a lower risk of carry-over due to process 

understanding and down-stream process capability for depletion, no routine test 

according to the established control strategy is performed. In these cases, a study 

providing evidence for absenteeism is performed in addition to the theoretical 

assessment. 

Related substances that are not covered by routine analytical tests, were subject to 

HPLC-MS tests of production scale batches of cetirizine dihydrochloride. An HPLC-MS 

method adopted to the Ph. Eur. HPLC method has been performed. However, sulfuric 

acid had to be replaced by trifluoroacetic acid due to the conditions needed for LC-MS. 

The mobile phase used consists of a mixture of seven parts of water pH 1.2 (adjusted 

with trifluoroacetic acid) and 93 parts of acetonitrile. For separation, a Thermo Hypersil 

Silica 5µm, 250 x 4.6 mm column was used. The experiments were performed on a 

Thermo/Dionex Ultimate 3000 HPLC system coupled with a Thermo/Dionex MSQ+ 

mass spectrometer using ESI positive/negative switching ionization mode covering a 

mass range of 100 – 1000 m/z. 

Using the molar masses, sum formulae have been determined and compared with 

potential structures. Of course, with this procedure it is not possible to distinguish 

between regio- and stereoisomers. Identification of the present isomers of the masses 

detected was achieved by spiking experiments. The identified isomers were qualified 

as reference standards and detection methods were validated. Validation studies 

confirmed the suitability of the analytical procedure for testing of the related substances 

of cetirizine dihydrochloride. 

These HPLC-MS investigations - supported by spiking experiments - allowed the 

identification of seven impurities. Out of these seven compounds (Table 6), six can be 

identified by the risk assessment. The presence of the remaining one (cetirizine ethyl 

ester) above the acceptable limit is excluded due to the solvent specifications. In 

addition, it is controlled in routine testing.  
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Table 6: Compounds detected, their high-resolution masses, 
 possible sum formulae and structures. 

m/z Calculated sum 
formula 

Possible structure 
(only one isomer shown) 

331.1572 C19H24ON2Cl 

 

389.1627 C21H26O3N2Cl Cetirizine 

403.1783 C22H28O3N2Cl 

 

417.1939 C23H30O3N2Cl 

 

431.2 C24H32O3N2Cl 

 

447.1682 C23H28O5N2Cl 

 

531.2 C32H32ON2Cl2 
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Figure 9 shows that the method used is not ideal. Especially the quantification of 

Cetirizine methyl ester might probably not be correct. Its peak is overlaid by the main 

peak of Cetirizine. Normally, peak overlay is not a problem of MS detection, but here 

it has to be considered that the MS detector is probably at the limit of saturation and 

not operating linear anymore due to the high amount of API injected. 

 

 
Figure 9: Overlay of extracted ion chromatograms of an exemplary batch. 

Besides related substances, the absence of other impurities like PGIs, PMIs and non-

related substances that poses a certain risk as assessed, was demonstrated using 

validated specific methods with sufficient sensitivity (Section 6). The batch analysis 

data is provided. Hence, these analytical investigations and absence studies support 

the theoretical assessment and complement the established control strategy. 

8. Conclusion 
The identification process including considerations of carry-over of potential impurities 

revealed a number of compounds that are likely to be present in the final API cetirizine 

dihydrochloride. These candidates were evaluated for their potential genotoxicity (PGI) 

and have been classified into five groups in accordance to the ICH M7 Guideline. 

The majority of the examined compounds are non-alerting structures which are related 

to the drug substance. Some of these impurities are controlled by starting material 

specifications and therefore, no additional testing is necessary. A good specification is 

one of the most effective control strategies to reduce the load of impurities. The 

presence of impurities, which cannot be controlled by other specifications, was 

evaluated by mass screening experiments. Seven impurities were identified. For all 

other compounds of the matrix, absence was proved. 
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Furthermore, residual solvents were identified and classified in agreement with the ICH 

guidelines. The batch analysis using validated test methods provided evidence that 

- the class 1 solvent benzene was always found to be below the threshold for 

routine test, 

- the class 2 solvents dimethylformamide, methanol, and toluene were always 

found to be below the threshold for routine test 

- the class 3 solvents acetone and 2-propanol were found at very low 

concentration levels (cf. Figure 4). 

- In addition, these solvents are covered by the test for Loss on drying and thus 

in routine analysis, a specific test for these solvents is not required. 

A routine analysis has been established for dichloromethane and mesityl oxide. 

Furthermore, methods for detecting the volatiles ethyleneglycol and 

ethyleneglycoldimethylether were validated by analysis of ten production scale 

batches. The content of these volatiles is always below 10% of the limit derived from 

ICH Q3C. Therefore, a further routine test is not required. 

Degradation products can be identified by stability studies and stress tests of the 

environmental factors pH, light, oxygen, temperature, and humidity. These tests are 

not part of this assessment – but might be the starting point of a follow-up review 

considering the systematic review of the degradation profile and degradation 

pathways. In a next step, impurities arising in finished dosage forms can be evaluated 

as well. In literature, some additional impurities are shown for drug formulations of 

cetirizine [17-20]. Maybe it would be possible to build up a similar risk assessment - as 

it is described for the API - to identify all possible impurities in the finished dosage form 

as well. 

All synthetic pathways creating the API should be evaluated in a risk assessment. 

Unfortunately, not all changes of the conditions can be considered. Therefore, new 

findings have to be reported and the assessment must be adopted or repeated when 

any procedure is modified. 

This representatively described typical risk assessment of Cetirizine dihydrochloride 

has to be performed for all manufacturing processes and for all marketed drugs. By 

discussing not only the starting materials and reactants but also auxiliary materials, 

solvents, and possible side products thereof, probably all possible impurities might be 

identified and a further “unexpected” observation - as described for sartans, ranitidine, 

and metformin - could be prevented. 
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Abstract 

The quality control of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) is a very important 

aspect for drug products entering the market. However, also for the well-established 

drugs, there ought to be a state-of-the-art impurity control. Some of the 

pharmacopoeial tests for related substances still make use of thin layer 

chromatography, even though selectivity and sensitivity are suboptimal. Here, we 

report on the development of a new gradient high performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) method for dapsone in order to replace the currently described 

pharmacopoeial TLC method. The separation of all relevant components was achieved 

on a C18 stationary phase (Waters XTerra® RP18 5 µm 4.6 × 250 mm) using a water-

acetonitrile gradient. A limit of detection (LOD) of 0.02% was registered for all specified 

impurities. Additionally, within this study an “impurity of an impurity” was identified by 

means of LC–MS/MS. 

Graphical Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, potential new drug substances must pass a detailed registration process 

before entering the European market [1]. Safety, efficacy, and good quality must be 

demonstrated for new innovative medicines. However, not all drugs on the market can 

be categorized as “new” or “innovative”. Some of them are already in use for 100 years. 

For these well-established drugs, there ought to be a control mechanism for quality 

and safety in place. The European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) aims at doing this. The 

general monograph 5.10. “Control of impurities in substances for pharmaceutical 

use” [2] states that “[all monographs] are designed to ensure acceptable quality for 

users”. Due to the constant increase of knowledge, some of the tests for related 

substances are no longer state-of-the-art. In the cases of “old” drugs, thin layer 

chromatography (TLC) tests are sometimes still in use, even though selectivity and 

sensitivity are not sufficient anymore. Hence, they have to be replaced by HPLC 

tests [3]. In addition, new production pathways lead to new production-related 

impurities that must be included in the test for related substances. When considering 

these constantly changing challenges, it is obvious that periodically and critically 

reviewing the already established monographs is essential. We chose the long-term 

used substance dapsone (Figure 1) as a representative drug to exemplarily 

demonstrate this process. 

 

Figure 1: Molecular formula of dapsone 

1.1. Pharmaceutical use of dapsone 
Mycobacteria, such as Mycobacterium leprae [4] or Mycobacterium tuberculosis, can 

cause very severe diseases such as leprosy or tuberculosis. The physicochemical 

properties of most common antibiotic compounds are too hydrophilic to pass through 

the outer mycomembrane [5, 6], while dapsone (Figure 1) is lipophilic enough to 

penetrate to its target, the bacterial folic acid biosynthesis [5, 7]. Additionally, dapsone 

is also used as a supporting agent against protozoal infections such as malaria [8]. 

S
OO

H2N NH21
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1.2. Synthesis of dapsone 
Since most of dapsone’s impurities are production-related, the synthesis pathways 

have to be examined carefully. The first dapsone synthesis has already been described 

in 1908 by E. Fromm and J. Wittmann [9, 10]. Another common synthesis was 

described by S. Sugasawa and K. Sakurai [11]. 

In modern manufacturing processes, it is sometimes advantageous to apply a 

continuous process. One example is described in patent CN103819372 [12], making 

use of 4,4'-dichlorodiphenyl sulfone (9) as starting material. In an Ullmann-type [13-15] 

coupling reaction, (9) is aminated under high pressure with ammonium hydroxide and 

copper (I) chloride as catalyst (see Figure 2). According to information on the 

webpage [16], Atul Ltd, an Indian manufacturer of dapsone, is following this pathway. 

Here, batches of Atul have been checked by means of the final HPLC methods. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic formation of dapsone and its impurities. 

1.3. Pharmacopoeial quality control 
The current monograph of dapsone described in the European Pharmacopoeia makes 

use of a TLC method for the assessment of related substances which consist of 

development, air drying, and subsequent spray-coating with a solution of 4-

dimethylaminocinnamaldehyde in ethanolic hydrochloric acid. Examination under 

daylight allows for detecting one impurity a limit lower than 1.0%. If there are two 

impurities present, not more than 0.2% of each is allowed, respectively [2]. Using 

slightly different methods, the International Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Int.) [17] and the 

United States Pharmacopeia (USP) [18] also use this TLC methodology for their tests 

for related substances. Furthermore, the USP applies normal phase chromatography 

for the assay of dapsone. 
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As already mentioned, the aim of this study was to develop a state-of-the-art HPLC 

method for the Ph. Eur. [19]. The amount of the impurities 2, 3, and 4 in the investigated 

batches was higher than 0.1% each. Thus, they have to be regarded as specified 

impurities. 

All of them are side products of the dapsone synthesis. As can be seen in Figure 2, 

impurity 3 can be present because the starting material chlorobenzene contains small 

amounts of benzene, which gave the monochloro compound (10) upon Friedel-Crafts 

acylation [20], followed by the Ullmann reaction. Impurity 2 and impurity 4 originate 

from the manufacturing process as a side product and follow-up product, respectively. 

Instead of the nucleophile ammonia which is required during the Ullmann reaction, 

water is involved in replacing the chlorine substituents to form impurity 2, which 

represents a reactant for an Ullmann ether synthesis itself, resulting in impurity 4 [21]. 

1.4. Analytical methods in literature 
To the best of our knowledge, five analytical methods are reported in the literature, i.e. 

two for the quantification of dapsone in human plasma [22, 23], the assay in 

tablets [24], the impurity assessments by using microbore column chromatography 

with fluorometric quantitation of the obtained fractions [25], and a normal phase 

chromatography method using UV detection [26]. The latter method showed 

acceptable peak separation but a low sensitivity due to a high noise level. In 2014, an 

ecofriendly RP-method for the determination of dapsone was presented [27]. However, 

a sensitive method for quality evaluation is still needed. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1.Chemicals and reagents 
Dapsone reference standards and all impurities were obtained from the European 

Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM), Strasbourg, France. 

Acetonitrile and methanol, both HPLC grade (>99.9% purity), were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany). Ultra–pure water was produced 

by a water purification system from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). All 

solutions were filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter supplied by VWR international 

GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany). 

2.2. Apparatus 
The method development was performed on an Agilent 1100 modular chromatographic 

system consisting of an online vacuum degasser, a binary pump G1312A, an auto 

sampler G1313A, a thermostated column compartment G1316A and a diode-array 

detector G1315B (Agilent Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany). 

Agilent ChemStation® Rev. B03.02 software was used for data processing. The dwell 

volume of the Agilent system used for method development was 1.307 mL. 

High resolution tandem mass spectrometry experiments were performed on a QqTOF 

system consisting of an Agilent Infinity II chromatographic system (Agilent 

Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany) coupled to a SCIEX X500R 

QTOF mass spectrometer (SCIEX, Concord, Ontario, Canada) equipped with a 

Turbo VTM source (SCIEX, Concord, Ontario, Canada). The mass spectrometric 

conditions for the QqTOF experiments are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Mass spectrometric conditions for the QqTOF experiments. 

Ionization:  ESI, positive mode 
Ionspray voltage:  5500 V 
Curtain gas:  20 psi 
Ion source gas 1 50 psi 
Ion source gas 2 50 psi 
Temp.:  575 °C 
Collision energy:  25 V 
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2.3. Chromatographic procedure 
As stationary phase, a column with end-capped octadecylsilyl silica gel for 

chromatography was used as stationary phase (a XTerra® RP18 5 µm 4.6 x 250 mm 

column; Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA). The chromatographic system was 

operated using gradient elution at ambient temperature and UV detection at 254 nm. 

Mixtures containing acetonitrile and water (25:75 v/v) - labeled A - and (75:25 v/v) – 

labeled B - were used: 0-10 min: 0% B; 10-20 min: 0à50% B; 20-35 min: 50% B; 

35-36 min: 50à0% B; 36-40 min: 0% B, respectively. The flow rate was set to 

1.0 mL/min and the injection volume was 20 μL. The amount of impurities within the 

batches was measured in sextuple on two different days. 

For the high-resolution mass spectrometry experiments, 0.1 % (v/v) of formic acid was 

added to the mobile phase due to better ionization. The experiments were performed 

with ESI in positive mode. 

2.4. Preparation of sample and stock solutions 
For the sample solutions, 40 mg of dapsone were dissolved in 100 mL of a mixture of 

acetonitrile-water (50:50, v/v). Stock solutions (40 µg/mL) of the respective impurities 

- in an acetonitrile-water mixture (50:50, v/v) - were prepared for spiking the sample 

solution. The system suitability solution of an equal concentration level was prepared 

by spiking 100 µL of the sample solution with 1000 µL of each impurity stock solution 

and diluting this mix with the acetonitrile-water mixture (50:50, v/v) to 100 mL. 

All solutions were stored at ambient temperature. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. HPLC method development 
Gradient elution was chosen for the development of the method. For optimization, the 

parameters temperature, composition of the organic modifier of the mobile phase, flow 

rate, and column length were varied. The injection volume was set to 20 µL. Dapsone 

shows UV absorbance maxima at 260 nm and 295 nm [2], which is different for its 

impurities. Nevertheless, all considered substances show sufficient absorption at 

254 nm. Therefore, UV detection was performed at this wavelength. 

To keep the system as simple as possible, a standard end-capped octadecylsilyl silica 

gel for chromatography column was used. The column compartment and the 
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autosampler were operated at ambient temperature. Flow rate was set to 1.0 mL/min. 

A binary gradient was applied using water and acetonitrile. 

Since not all impurities are soluble under the HPLC starting conditions, a mixture of 

acetonitrile and water (50:50 v/v) was used to prepare the sample solutions. 

Dapsone and its specified impurities 3 and 4 (Figure 2) are structurally very similar and 

all consist of anilino moieties. However, impurities 2 and 2a have an acidic phenol 

group which is increasingly deprotonated at pH values higher than 7. This causes co-

elution of dapsone and impurity 2 or even a change in their elution order. Slight 

deviations from the pH value 7 of the mobile phase (± 0.2) are acceptable but already 

led to a small decrease in resolution. Nevertheless, no buffer adjuvants are necessary 

to obtain a good peak shape. 

Of note, impurity 2 CRS contains the detectable impurity 2a which cannot be found in 

the representative batches of the drug substance dapsone. Upon spiking experiments 

with impurity 2 CRS, it was separated from all other peaks. This “impurity of the 

impurity” was identified by high resolution tandem mass spectrometry (section 3.1.3) 

as 4,4' sulfonyldiphenol (2a), also known as Bisphenol S and likely to be a second side 

product of the Ullmann conversion of 9 (Figure 2). 

3.1.1. Validation 
The method was validated with regard to specificity, linearity, range, precision, 

accuracy, LOD/LOQ, and robustness according to the guideline Q2(R1) of the 

International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for 

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) [28]. 

3.1.1.1. Specificity: 
A solution containing the substance spiked with the impurities was used in order to 

assign the peaks. All impurities were very well separated from dapsone and from each 

other (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: A typical chromatogram obtained with an impurity-spiked dapsone solution. 
peak labeling: Dapsone, impurity 2, 2a imp. of impurity 2, impurity 3 and 
impurity 4; column: Waters XTerra®RP18 5 µm 4.6 × 250 mm; The 
chromatographic system was operated with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min using 
gradient elution at ambient temperature and UV-detection at 254 nm. Further 
chromatographic conditions for this gradient HPLC can be seen in 
section 2.3. 

3.1.1.2. Linearity and range 
The linearity and range were determined over a calibration range of 0.05 to 0.40% for 

all impurities (eight equally distributed concentration levels) relative to a sample 

concentration of 400 µg/mL. The linearity of dapsone itself was established in a range 

of 80 - 120% for sake of completeness in order to show that the method is able to 

determine the content as well. 

The data obtained (cf. Figure 4) show a relative standard deviation (RSD) on every 

level for every impurity below 3.96%. As displayed in Table 2, the coefficient of 

determination (R2) was higher than 0.9999 for each calibration curve. 

Table 2: Parameters of the linear regression of analyte concentration and peak area, 
response factors obtained from calibration and the relative retention to 
dapsone for all impurities using gradient method. 

Substance R2 slope y-intercept LOQ* LOD* response 
factor 

relative 
retention 

Impurity 2 0.9999 152.67 -0.1102 0.04 % 0.014 % 0.6 1.29 

Impurity 3 0.9999 105.17 0.0073 0.04 % 0.014 % 0.4 1.67 

Impurity 4 0.9999 129.99 0.0703 0.04 % 0.013 % 0.5 2.26 

* in per cent of the sample solutions concentration 
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Figure 4: RSD of each calibration level for every impurity obtained from the calibration 

curves (sextuple injection). 

3.1.1.3. Accuracy 
Spiked sample solutions were used to assess accuracy. To calculate the correct 

content of the impurities, it is necessary to determine the response factors. According 

to the Ph. Eur. 10 (chapter 2.2.46), a response factor has to be considered if it is 

outside of the range between 0.8 and 1.2. The response factors for all specified 

dapsone impurities are out of this range and therefore must be used (cf. Table 2). They 

were determined by preparing separate solutions with known content of dapsone and 

of the impurities which were subsequently measured. The respective response factor 

can be obtained with the following equation, while Ai represents the area of the peak 

due to the impurity, As the area of the peak due to dapsone, Cs the concentration of 

dapsone in milligrams per milliliter and Ci the concentration of the impurity in milligrams 

per milliliter: 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒	𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝐴=
𝐴<
×
𝐶<
𝐶=

 

The recovery rate was calculated at the lower end of the calibration curves, at the 

specification limit and as well on the upper end of the calibration curve and found 

between 89 and 111% (n = 6; RSD = 0.45–4.79%) on every level. 

Repeatability and precision were determined using two real batch samples. All batches 

contained the three specified impurities. Therefore, no further spiking tests are 
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necessary to show repeatability and precision. The RSD intra-day was between 0.4 

and 1.7% (n = 6) and inter-day determined on two consecutive days between 0.4 and 

1.2% (n = 12), indicating a sufficient precision. 

To check the stability of the sample solution, storage at room temperature was 

examined for three days, one week, one month, 90 days, and one year. The sample 

solution was found to be very stable. Even the solutions stored in absence of light for 

one year did not show an increase of detectable degradants at a level higher than 

0.05%, each. 

3.1.1.4. LOD/LOQ 
For the treatment of leprosy, a common daily intake of 100 mg of dapsone is 

necessary [7]. For other indications, the dosage of dapsone varies between 50 and 

400 mg per day [29]. Based on this daily intake and with regard to the general chapter 

of the European Pharmacopoeia “Substances for Pharmaceutical use”, the reporting 

threshold for impurities is set to 0.05% [2, 30]. 

The calibration curves were as well used to calculate the LOD and the with regard to 

ICH guideline Q2(R1) [28] applying the following equations: 

𝐿𝑂𝐷 = D.D,
@

  𝐿𝑂𝑄 = 84,
@

 

with 𝜎 being the standard deviation of the response and 𝑏 being the slope of the 

calibration curve, respectively [31]. The data are summarized in Table 2. The LOQs of 

0.04% for each specified impurity are sufficient for quality assessment. 

3.1.1.5. Robustness 
For checking the robustness of the method, chromatographic parameters were varied 

in the following ranges: temperature of the column compartment ± 5°C, flow rate 

± 0.15 mL/min and acetonitrile content ± 1% (v/v). As can be seen from Figure 5, all 

variations have a small and thus acceptable influence on the separation of all 

components. However, the acetonitrile content of the mobile phase exhibits the largest 

influence on robustness. Varying it by 4% (v/v) causes a retention time shift of about 

20 min for impurity 4 (data not shown). Thus, it can be concluded that the method is 

not robust against changes of the acetonitrile portion. Furthermore, its content must be 

within the stated range of ± 1% (v/v) to achieve acceptable separation. 
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Figure 5: Robustness study for the related substances method of dapsone. 

3.1.2. Batch results 
Two batches of dapsone have been tested by means of the newly developed method 

(see Table 3). Both of them contain all impurities at a low level; consequently, all have 

to be regarded as specified impurities because the content is higher than 0.10% [2, 30]. 

 

Table 3: Results of two dapsone batches. 

Impurity Content [%] batch #1 Content [%] batch #2 

2 0.17 0.17 

3 0.23 0.25 

imp. 25.8 min* 0.04 0.04 

4 0.26 0.25 

Sum of 
impurities 

0.66 0.67 

* unknown impurity below reporting threshold 
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3.1.3. Identification of impurity 2a 
The QqTOF experiments showed an exact m/z of 250.056 for the peak of impurity 2, 

while the peak of impurity 2a delivered an exact m/z of 251.041. The mass difference 

of about one Dalton and the chromatographic behavior of impurity 2a suggest the 

suspicion that the amino substituent of impurity 2 is replaced by a hydroxy group. 

This assumption could be confirmed by the corresponding fragment spectra (Figure 6). 

The spectrum of impurity 2a shows fragment ions with the sum formula of C6H5O3S+ 

(m/z 156.997), only, while the one for impurity 2 shows fragments of the sum formula 

C6H6NO2S+ (m/z 156.013) and C6H5O3S+ (m/z 156.997), respectively. 

 

 
Figure 6: Fragment spectra of impurity 2 (down) and 2a (up) obtained with the QqTOF 

system; ionization mode: ESI, positive polarity; ionspray voltage: 5500 V; 
curtain gas: 20 psi; ion source gas 1: 50 psi; ion source gas 2: 50 psi; 
temp.: 575°C; collision energy: 25 V. 

 

4. Conclusion 
The TLC test for related substances of the current monograph of dapsone allows the 

visual comparison of two concentration levels (0.2 % and 1%), only. The gradient 

HPLC methods allow an appropriate purity control of dapsone. Compared to the 

currently described pharmacopoeial TLC test, the LOQ could be reduced to 0.05% 

which makes the gradient HPLC method appropriate for pharmacopoeial purposes. 
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3.2.1. Challenges within the isocratic method development 

Probably the simplest type of HPLC analysis is an isocratic one, which is usually quite 

easy to perform. However, the development of an isocratic HPLC method for dapsone 

was quite challenging: 

The objective of the study was to develop an isocratic HPLC method capable of 

separating all relevant impurities of dapsone within an acceptable time of 60 min. 

Furthermore, the aim was to avoid the expensive acetonitrile (substitution by methanol) 

to make the method suitable for low- and middle-income countries. Based on the 

pharmacopoeial like gradient method, the same conditions (column, flow rate, 

temperature and injection volume) were chosen to start the isocratic method 

development. The influence of the methanol concentration in the mobile phase on the 

separation was studied from 40% (v/v) to 50% (v/v). The experiments cf. Figure 1 

resulted in a co-elution of dapsone and impurity 2 or a too long elution time for 

impurity 4, respectively. 

 

Figure 1: Influence of the methanol concentration in the mobile phase; column 
temperature 25 °C; flow rate 1.0 mL/min; 
column: Knauer Eurospher II 100-5 C18H 250 x 4.6 mm and UV detection; 
peak labeling: impurity 2, impurity 3 and impurity 4 
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Since a shorter column, a higher flow rate and the random variation of the composition 

of the mobile phase did not result in a satisfactory separation, a design of experiments 

(DoE) approach using DryLab®4 was applied. 

The DryLab®4 DoE modeling software allows to predict chromatographic experiments 

with only a few entrance experiments by generating a cubic design space. The 

parameters of gradient steepness (tG), temperature and variations in the composition 

of the organic mobile phase (tC) were chosen to calculate this ternary model and to 

build a cube by keeping all other conditions constant. Of note, twelve tests are sufficient 

to calculate a model containing a million virtual experiments. Due to the coloring the 

predicted peak separation can be represented (see Figure 2-A). A good separation 

can be expected by employing a mobile phase consisting of water and organic modifier 

being 40 % (V/V) of methanol in acetonitrile (cf. Figure 2-B and 2-C). 

 

                  

 

Figure 2: A – calculated representative DryLab®-cube; B – design space with best 
resolution; C- Chromatogram of a dapsone solution spiked with its impurities 
at the DoE predicted optimum conditions (blue color means poor separation 
of the peaks and red color good peak separation) 
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low- and middle-income countries. Moreover, the predicted optimum composition of 

45% (v/v) methanol is suitable for spiked batches at a low concentration level only. 

Using this method with real batches, again results in a co-elution of dapsone and 

impurity 2. 

To overcome the resolution problem, even the usage of normal phase chromatography 

based on [1] was performed. This approach resulted as expected in an inversion of the 

elution order. Also, the critical peak pair was separated well (data not shown) and the 

solvents needed for this normal phase chromatography were only available in an 

insufficient quality. The limit of detection (LOD) was too high due to a very high noise, 

which makes this method inappropriate for the intended use. 
Since baseline separation of all components of a real batch is isocratically impossible, 

Dapsone, impurity 2 and impurity 3 were quantified in one run (method A) and 

impurity 4 in a second run (method B) using a slightly different mobile phase (Figure 3). 

With this approach of a “split run” method, the total time of analysis for one sample can 

be reduced to less than one hour, and the LODs/LOQs, especially for impurity 4, are 

much lower compared to those obtained with a long single isocratic run. A standard 

end-capped octadecylsilyl silica gel for chromatography column was used to perform 

the isocratic experiments using a mobile phase composed of methanol : water (38:62, 

V/V) and methanol : water (65:35, V/V), respectively. The experiments were performed 

at ambient temperature, a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min, and an injection volume of 20 μL. 
 

 

Figure 3: Typical chromatograms obtained with spiked sample solution of dapsone. 
Dapsone, impurity 2, 2a imp. of impurity 2, impurity 3 and impurity 4 

 

[1] C. Mannan, G.-J. Krol, B. Kho, High-speed liquid chromatographic analysis of 

dapsone and related compounds, Journal of pharmaceutical sciences, 66 (1977) 
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Abstract 

The GABAB receptor agonist baclofen is a medication commonly used for the treatment 

of muscle spasticity. It is an amino acid and related to the neurotransmitter GABA. In 

this study, we developed a new, gradient high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) method for the impurity assessment of baclofen, which is appropriate for 

pharmacopoeial purposes. Since the impurities related to the synthesis pathway are 

acids, zwitterionic, or neutral, the method development is challenging. However, the 

separation of all components was achieved on a C18 stationary phase using a water–

acetonitrile–trifluoroacetic acid gradient. A limit of detection (LOD) of at least 0.02% 

was registered for all specified impurities. Additionally, CAD detection was performed 

to detect potential impurities lacking off a chromophore. The baclofen batches 

analyzed are far more pure than expected. All impurities were found below the 

specification limit, and thus, they can be regarded as unspecified. Moreover, the 

required runtime could be significantly reduced compared to the current USP or 

Ph. Eur. method. 

1. Introduction 
Baclofen (Figure 1) is widely used for the treatment of muscle spasticity often occurring 

with multiples sclerosis, degenerative traumatic spinal cord diseases, and paraplegic 

syndromes [1]. Additionally, baclofen is today off-label used to treat alcoholism [2]. Due 

to its structural similarity to the neurotransmitter γ- aminobutyric acid (GABA), baclofen 

is an agonist at the GABAB receptor in the spinal cord acting as muscle relaxant [3]. 

Commonly, 5-120 mg of the drug are administered orally per day [4], mostly in three-
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to-four equal dosages [5]. In addition, intrathecal infusions are on the market that are 

directly delivered to the cerebrospinal fluid space. 

Since most of the impurities of an API are production-related, the synthesis 

pathways [3, 6-8] have to be studied carefully, to identify potential impurities. The 

pathways for formation of potential impurities, named by some manufacturers, are 

displayed in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Exemplary synthetic pathway for the formation of baclofen and its impurities 

The synthesis pathway (see the large box in Figure 1) described by Keberle’s group 

starts off with 3-(4-chlorophenyl)pentanedioic acid, being impurity D, followed by the 

formation of the anhydride (1), which is converted to the imide using ammonia. The 

latter imide, being impurity E, is hydrolyzed to either baclofen or to the amide-acid side 

product impurity B. Impurity F occurs in case a wrong starting product was used, being 

the 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)pentanedioic acid (2), which was also converted to the 

respective glutarimide (4). Impurity A is an intramolecular cyclisation product and 

preferentially formed under dry and warm conditions [9]. Analogously, impurity H is 

formed out of impurity C, which is a reaction product of two molecules of baclofen with 

carbonic acid. Of note, baclofen and the impurities A, B, F and G are each racemic 

compounds. In contrast, the impurities C and H have two stereocenters, resulting in 

three or four stereoisomers, respectively. Therefore, impurity C represents the 

diastereomeric mixture of a pair of enantiomers and of the meso compound, while 

impurity H is the diastereomeric mixture of two pairs of enantiomers. 

The related substance test of the current monograph of baclofen, described in The 

Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP XVII), makes use of isocratic reversed phase 
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chromatography with UV detection at 268 nm applying a simple C18 column (10 µm; 

250 x 4.0 mm) and a mixture of methanol and diluted acetic acid as mobile phase [10]. 

However, the monograph does not specify any impurities, but limits a single impurity 

at a level of 1.0% and the total sum of impurities at a level of 1.5%, respectively. These 

limits are determined by evaluating the peak heights of peaks other than baclofen in 

the test solution in comparison to accordingly diluted baclofen solutions. The European 

Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Eur.) 10.0th ed. specifies and limits impurity A at a level of 1.0% 

and a total of 2% using an isocratic ion pair reversed phase method [11]. Using the 

suitable LiChrospher® 100 RP-18e (5µm) 250 x 4.0 mm column, baclofen is eluted 

after 4 min (cf. Figure S-1). According to the pharmacopoeial related substances test, 

a total run time of 20 min being the 5-fold of the retention time of baclofen is sufficient. 

In contrast, the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) 43 applies a gradient method by 

means of sodium pentanesulfonate as ion-pairing reagent and a mixture of acetonitrile 

and methanol using a column whose particle size was decreased to be 5 µm. Again, 

impurity A is limited to 1.0% and other impurities may be present at levels below 0.10%, 

while in sum a level of 2.0% impurity may not be exceeded [12]. 

Beside the different methods of the Pharmacopoeias, several methods for the content 

determination of baclofen are reported in the literature [13-15]. However, methods for 

impurity profiling of baclofen are quite rare. For the quantitation of baclofen and its 

impurities in injection formulations, an UPLC method was reported by Ga et al. being 

able to separate and quantify baclofen, imp. A and imp. B [16]. Elagawany et al. 

described a TLC method for the determination of at least two baclofen impurities [17], 

which can be considered as outdated, because of the typically low sensitivity of TLC. 

 

Since the manufacturers announced additional impurities, the related substances test 

needs a revision. This newly developed method is a candidate to replace the current 

related substances test. Due to the daily dose of 30 to 75 mg, unspecified impurities 

should not exceed 0.1% [5, 18]. For the development of a new pharmacopoeial 

method, the impurities A and C, displayed in the small boxes of Figure 1, should be 

regarded as specified because they occur potentially at levels higher than 0.1%. 

Moreover, it can be assumed that the other impurities, being also related substances, 

will be detected as unspecified impurities by means of this newly developed method. 

Since only impurity A and C are available, a CAD detection was performed in order to 

find additional impurities without a chromophore. 
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Experimental 

Chemicals and reagents 
Baclofen reference standards and the impurities A and C were obtained from the 

European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM), Strasbourg, 

France. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (>99% purity), acetonitrile and methanol, HPLC 

grade (>99.9% purity), sodium pentanesulfonate (>99.0% purity), sodium 

hexanesulfonate (>98% purity), phosphoric acid and acetic acid, analytical grade 

(>99% purity) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, (Darmstadt, 

Germany). Potassium dihydrogenphosphate for HPLC was purchased from VWR 

international GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany). Ultra-pure water was freshly produced by 

a water purification system from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). All solutions 

were filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE filter (VWR international GmbH, Darmstadt, 

Germany). 

Apparatus 
HPLC measurements were performed on an Agilent 1100 modular chromatographic 

system consisting of an online vacuum degasser, a binary pump G1312A, an auto 

sampler G1313A, a thermostated column compartment G1316A and a diode-array 

detector G1315B (Agilent Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany). 

Agilent ChemStation® Rev. B03.02 software was used for data processing. The dwell 

volume of the Agilent system used for method development was 1.307 mL. UV 

detection was performed at 225 nm, except where otherwise stated. 

For the experiments using CAD detection, the ESA Corona® charged aerosol detector 

(ThermoFisher, Courtaboeuf, France) was linked with the HPLC system by a 0.25 mm 

internal diameter PEEK capillary and a 0.22 μm stainless-steel inlet-frit. An ESA 

Nitrogen Generator (ThermoFisher, Courtaboeuf, France) was used to produce highly 

pure nitrogen (99.9%). The gas inlet pressure was set to 35.0 psi. Filter was set to 

“none” and the electric current range to 100 pA. 

To check the volatility of the compounds, experiments with different evaporation 

temperature settings (30°C, 35°C, 40°C and 45°C) and power function value setting 

1.0 were performed on a Thermo Scientific Vanquish™ Flex modular chromatographic 

system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germering, Germany) consisting of a binary pump 

with online degasser, a thermostatted split sampler (8°C), a thermostatted column 

compartment with passive pre-heater (both maintained at 35°C), and a variable 
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wavelength detector in-line with a Vanquish™ Horizon CAD. The CAD was supplied 

with nitrogen gas from an ESA nitrogen generator (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

connected to the in-house compressed air system. The HPLC instrument was 

controlled, and runs were processed using the Chromeleon® Data System Version 

7.2.6 software program (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

Chromatographic procedure 
For the development of the new method, an end-capped octadecylsilyl silica gel for 

chromatography column Luna® 3µm C18(2) (100Å 150x4.6 mm, Phenomenex Ltd., 

Aschaffenburg, Germany) was used as stationary phase. The system was operated 

using gradient elution with a column oven temperature of 35 °C and UV detection at 

225nm. For the examination, mixtures containing acetonitrile, water, and TFA 

(20:79.95:0.05, v/v/v), mobile phase A - and (80:19.95:0.05, v/v/v), mobile phase B - 

were used: 0-2 min: 5% B; 2-3 min: 5-25% B; 3-4 min: 25-35% B; 4-13 min: 35% B; 

13-14 min: 35-5% B; 14-16 min: 5% B, respectively. The flow rate was set to 

1.0 mL/min and the injection volume was 20 μL. 

Preparation of solutions 

Sample solution 
45 mg of baclofen were accurately weighed and dissolved in 100 mL of mobile 

phase A. 

Stock solutions 
Stock solutions (45 µg/mL) of the respective impurities in mobile phase A, were 

prepared for spiking the sample solution. Of note, impurity C was not available as the 

free acid, but as the dicyclohexylamine salt of impurity C, only. Thus, a corrected mass 

(factor 1.8) was weighted and dissolved in order to obtain a stock solution of the 

required concentration. 

System suitability solution 
A system suitability solution of equal concentration level (4.5 µg/mL) was prepared by 

spiking 100 µL of the sample solution with 1000 µL of each impurity stock solution and 

diluting this mix with mobile phase A to 10.0 mL. 

All solutions were stored at 5 °C. 
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Results and discussion 

HPLC method development 
First, the current USP and Ph. Eur. method were applied to check, whether they are 

able to separate and detect the late eluting impurity C, using the system suitability 

solution and the two batches available. The respective chromatograms of the system 

suitability solution are displayed in Figure S-1, and the batch results are listed in 

Table 1. The Ph. Eur. method is unable to detect imp. C within runtime of 20 min and 

at a sufficient LOQ, because the retention time was eightfold of the retention time of 

baclofen instead of fivefold as reported in the Ph. Eur. The LOQ of 0.69% is not 

sufficient to detect impurity C at a low level and thus this method needs further 

improvement. Using the USP method, impurity C can be evaluated, but again at a very 

long retention time at the end of the method, running into the risk of missing the peak 

if columns with a different carbon load are used. Additionally, the overall runtime of 

about 30 min for each of both pharmacopoeial methods is rather long. 

Table 1: Results of two baclofen batches 

Impurity 
Content [%] batch #1  Content [%] batch #2 

New method Ph. Eur. USP  New method Ph. Eur. USP 
Imp. at 7.3 min 0.05 n.a. n.a.  --- n.a. n.a. 

Imp. A <0.05 0.08 0.09  <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 
Imp. C <0.05 n.a. <0.05  0.06 <0.05 0.09 

Sum of impurities 0.05 0.08 0.09  0.06 0 0.09 
 

Baclofen is an amino acid of zwitterionic character and would, thus, elute very early on 

a reversed phase column without using ion pairing reagents, while impurity A is neutral 

and impurity C is charged depending on the pH. In particular, these different physico-

chemical properties of the analytes are responsible for the need of gradient elution and 

ion-pairing reagents when a reversed-phase-column is planned to use. Therefore, a 

standard end-capped octadecylsilyl silica gel for chromatography column was used to 

keep the system as simple as possible. 

Because usage of longer chain ion pairing reagents with low detection wavelength 

often causes unacceptable background noise, TFA was applied instead, which is 

additionally not critical at a detection wavelength of >220 nm [19, 20]. In addition, at 

low concentration levels, pH values of about 2, can easily be achieved. The column 
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compartment and the autosampler was operated at 35 °C, while the flow rate was set 

to 1.0 mL/min. 

The UV absorption maximum of baclofen (220 nm) and its specified impurities A and C 

are quite similar. Since the baseline noise is borderline at this wavelength, the 

experiments of the optimized method were performed at 225 nm, as in the USP 

method. 

Upon method development, the injection volume was optimized. Since the injection of 

10 µL of the sample solution did not achieve a sufficient LOQ, the mass on column had 

to be increased. Since the injection of a higher concentrated solution was not possible 

for solubility reason, 20 µL were injected, which resulted in a satisfactory LOQ of at 

least 0.05%. 

Analogously, the chromatographic conditions, such as the temperature of the column 

compartment, the flow rate and the TFA content were optimized. Its influence on the 

separation can be seen in Figure 2. Beside the TFA concentration, the variations have 

a small influence on the separation only. The latter shows the best separation used at 

a concentration level of 0.05%.  

 
Figure 2: Robustness study for the related substances method of baclofen 

As already stated, baclofen and its related substances are of different physio-chemical 

properties, and thus, gradient elution is necessary to guarantee elution within 

acceptable time. The starting conditions were selected for dissolution of baclofen and 
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its impurities and additionally to avoid co-elution of the injection peak and baclofen. A 

gradient was chosen, to achieve sufficient resolution between potential impurities 

eluting between baclofen and imp. A and a total run time of less than 16 min. 

CAD detection is especially utilized for substances lacking off a chromophore or those 

with a weak one, only. Since the CAD response is independent of physiochemical 

properties, it is suitable to look for known and unknown impurities. As at low levels, 

impurity C is not easy to quantify by means of UV detection correctly (shallow peak 

height and baseline noise), CAD detection experiments were performed. This was 

possible because the final HPLC method is suitable for CAD due to the volatility of the 

mobile phase. In Figure 3 the hyphenated detection of UV and CAD is shown for the 

system suitability solution. Interestingly, the solution of batch #1 did not show any other 

impurity (see Figure 4), which are expected to elute after baclofen due to their 

structure, while the solution of batch #2 contained an unspecified impurity eluting close 

to impurity A. Chromatograms of both batches and the system suitability solution are 

displayed in the Supplementary Information (Figure S 2). 

 

 

Figure 3: A typical chromatogram obtained with the system suitability solution. peak 
labeling: baclofen, impurity A and impurity C; column: Phenomenex Luna® 
3µm C18(2) 100Å 150x4.6 mm; The chromatographic system was operated 
with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min using gradient elution at 35°C, UV (225 nm) 
and CAD detection. Further chromatographic conditions for this gradient 
HPLC can be seen in section 2.3 
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Figure 4: Chromatogram obtained with a sample solution of batch #1 by means of UV 
and CAD detection. Chromatographic conditions for this gradient HPLC can 
be seen in section 2.3 

Of note, the comparison of UV and CAD detection revealed a substantial difference in 

peak height, which is due to the semi-volatility of impurity A within CAD detection (cf. 

Figure 5 and Figure S-3). Moreover, the counterion of impurity C being 

dicyclohexylamine is detected, but no additional impurity. Since a UV detection is the 

mostly used in quality assessment, the validation is performed using UV detection. 

 
Figure 5: Influence of the evaporation temperature on the peak area of the respective 

CAD signals 
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Validation 
The method was validated with regard to specificity, linearity, range, precision, 

accuracy, LOD/LOQ, and robustness according to the guideline Q2(R1) of the 

International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for 

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) [21]. 

Specificity: The system suitability solution containing equal amounts (4.5 µg/mL) of 

baclofen and its impurities A and C was used to assign the peaks. All impurities were 

baseline separated from baclofen and from each other (Figure 3). Additionally, it was 

even possible to achieve a slight separation of the diastereomeric mixture of 

impurity C. 

Linearity and range: To determine linearity and range, a calibration range of 0.05 to 

0.40% for both impurities (eight concentration levels equally distributed) was 

established (see Figure S 3). 

As displayed in Table 2, the coefficient of determination (R2) was higher than 0.9995 

for each calibration curve, and a relative standard deviation (RSD) on every level for 

both impurities below 4.76% was obtained (Supplementary Information Figure S-4). 

Table 2: Parameters of the linear regression of analyte concentration and peak area, 
response factors obtained from calibration and the relative retention to 
baclofen for all impurities 

Substance R2 slope y-intercept LOQ* LOD* response 
factor 

relative 
retention 

Impurity A 0.9995 243.00 -0.7981 0.04 % 0.014 % 1.2 2.83 

Impurity C 0.9995 206.58 -1.7173 0.05 % 0.016 % 1.0 3.99 
* in per cent of the sample solutions concentration 

Accuracy: For the assessment of accuracy, spiked sample solutions were used. 

According to the Ph. Eur. 10 (chapter 2.2.46.) [11], a response factor has to be applied 

if it is out of the range 0.8 - 1.2, for the correct calculation of the content of the 

impurities. The respective response factor can be obtained with the following equation, 

while Ai represents the area of the peak due to the impurity, As the area of the peak 

due to baclofen, Cs the concentration of baclofen in milligrams per milliliter and Ci the 

concentration of the impurity in milligrams per milliliter: 

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒	𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 =
𝐴=
𝐴<
×
𝐶<
𝐶=
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All response factors (Table 2) are within this range and no further correction is 

necessary. Recovery rates (cf. Figure S-5) were calculated at the lower end of the 

calibration curves, at the specification limit for imp. C (0.15%) as well as on the upper 

end of the calibration curve and found between 96 and 111% (n = 6; RSD = 0.44–

4.46%) on every level.  

All batches contained at least one of the specified impurities at a very low level. For 

the assessment of repeatability and precision, two real batch samples, spiked with 

0.25% of each impurity were used. The RSD intra-day was between 0.76 and 0.85% 

(n = 6) and inter-day determined on two consecutive days between 0.75 and 1.16% 

(n = 12), indicating a sufficient precision. 

The formation rate of the lactam impurity A out of baclofen in aqueous solution is pH-

dependent [9]. For solutions of low pH values as applied in the mobile phase, this 

process is supposed to be very slow. Nevertheless, sample solutions were stored at 

room temperature for one month to check its stability. Beside the approximate doubling 

of the content of imp. A., an increase of an additional unknown decomposition product 

at a very low level was observed. Therefore, all solutions were stored at 5 °C to ensure 

sufficient stability. Forced degradation studies reported in the literature, confirm this 

observation. Ahuja reported a slow formation of impurity A, while dos Santos showed 

high stability of baclofen under forced degradation conditions [9, 22]. 

LOD/LOQ: Since baclofen is used in a daily dosage range of 5-120 mg [4], a reporting 

threshold for impurities is defined to be 0.05% according to chapter “Substances for 

Pharmaceutical use” of the European Pharmacopoeia [11, 18]. LODs and LOQs are 

calculated by means of the calibrations curves and with regard to ICH guideline 

Q2(R1) [21] using the following equations. 

𝐿𝑂𝐷 = D.D,
@

  𝐿𝑂𝑄 = 84,
@

 

with σ being the standard deviation of the response and b being the slope of the 

calibration curve, respectively [23]. As can be seen from Table 2, the LOQs meet the 

requirement of 0.05 % for quality assessment. 

Robustness: To check the robustness of the method, relevant measuring parameters 

were varied in the following ranges: temperature of the column compartment ± 5 °C, 

flow rate ± 0.15 mL/min and TFA content ± 0.025% (v/v). As can be deduced from 

Figure 2, most variations have a small influence on the separation of all components. 

Only the TFA content is critical. 
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System suitability: To ensure system suitability, the pharmacopoeias make use of 

critical separation pair. However, a real critical peak pair does not exist for this method. 

Since it was one goal, to have enough time space for potential impurities eluting 

between the main peak and imp. A, the most the most critical separation within this 

application is due to the injection peak and baclofen. 

Batch results 
This new method was used to test two batches of baclofen (see Table 1). Both batches 

are very pure. Batch #2 contains impurity A and an unspecified impurity at a very low 

level, while impurity C was below detection limit. As can be seen from Figure S-2, the 

unspecified impurity is detected by UV and CAD, while imp. A is present at a UV-

detectable level, only. The other batch contained a low amount of impurity C, while 

impurity A is not detected at a level to be reported. Of note, this batch solution contains 

one of the diastereomers of impurity C, only. According to the rules of the Ph. Eur., 

only impurity C has to be regarded as specified. 

A mass balance approach carried out confirms, that 99.7% and 99.8% of the sample 

mass can be attributed to baclofen and its specified impurities, respectively. 

Conclusion 
Currently, the major pharmacopoeia are not harmonized with regard to the related 

substances test of baclofen. Moreover, some API manufacturers gave additional 

impurities without providing material. For one batch neither the CAD nor the UV 

detection of the new method developed showed any other impurity beside A and C, 

which can be detected by means of the new method at a LOD of at least 0.02%. The 

other batch contained an unknown impurity at a level of 0.05%. Taken together, 

baclofen is far more pure than described in all international pharmacopoeias; all 

impurities can be regarded as unspecified, because all of them were found to be below 

the disregard limit. To document the superiority of this newly developed method, further 

investigations could be made. The expected specificity, for the currently not available 

potential impurities shown in the reaction scheme, could be demonstrated and the 

purity of further batches (e.g., of the same and of other manufacturers) could be 

analyzed to confirm baclofen as a high purity product. 
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Supplementary Information 
The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.org/ 

10.1007/s10337-021-04079-y. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

 
Figure S-1: Chromatograms of the system suitability solution obtained by means of 

USP and Ph. Eur. related substances test. 
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Figure S-2: Chromatograms of batch #1, batch #2 and the system suitability solution 

obtained by means of hyphenated UV and CAD detection technique. 
Chromatographic conditions for this gradient HPLC can be seen in 
section 2.3 
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Figure S-3: Calibration curves of UV detection of the impurities A and C within the 

range of 0.05 to 0.40%. The calibration curves obtained from the 
hyphenated CAD detection technique, are included for sake of 
completeness. 
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Figure S-4: RSD of each calibration level for every impurity obtained from the 

calibration curves (sextuple injection) 

 
 
 

 
Figure S-5: Mean recovery rates and relative standard error of imp. A and imp. C 

obtained at UV detection 
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3.4. Alternative methods to assess the impurity profile of a 
monographed API using acarbose as an example 
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Abstract 

Even though the impurity analysis of the Ph. Eur. is considered well-studied, its 

methodology should be reviewed periodically to ensure that it is working properly, and 

all impurities are captured by the section „Related substances” of the monograph. 

Within this study, the biotechnological produced antidiabetic drug acarbose was 

chosen to demonstrate some of the advantages as well as the shortcomings arising 

from the current related substances test of acarbose. Due to its weak chromophore, 

acarbose is studied by UV detection at 210 nm after being separated on aminopropyl-

silyl stationary phases. Thus, the use of alternative detection techniques, such as 

charge aerosol detection (CAD) and a volatile mobile phase can be beneficial here. 

Since a simple method transfer to a mobile phase usable with the CAD was not 

possible, more stable stationary phases were tested. For the rapid determination of the 

sum of impurities, a method was developed using a pentafluorophenyl column and a 

mobile phase of 0.1% TFA in water. Maltose and maltotriose were further identified as 

additional impurities of the API. Furthermore, a method was developed and validated 

by means of an Amide-HILIC phase, that adequately separated acarbose and all of its 

impurities. However, the sensitivity of this method needs to be further improved. 

Additionally, a method was also developed and validated, taking into account the 

temperature stability of graphite columns. Thus, the separation was carried out at 

temperatures of about 90 °C to solve the problem of anomerization of acarbose and 

some of its impurities. In comparison with the other developed methods, the elution 

order was changed and has to be confirmed, but all components were separated and 

detected at a sufficient LOQ of 0.10%. 
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1. Introduction 
The impurity profile of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API) monographed in 

Ph. Eur. can be considered well studied, as it is based on the information provided by 

the manufacturer of the approved drug products. However, the monographs should be 

reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that they are still up to date. For example, 

additional impurities might have been observed, or some of the impurities included 

simply cannot sufficiently be detected by the current method. Therefore, acarbose was 

selected as a representative drug to demonstrate some of the advantages as well as 

the shortcomings arising from the current test for related substances, which has not 

been changed since its introduction into Ph. Eur. in 2005 [1]. In addition, we present 

alternative methods as tests for related substances that can also be used to 

additionally detect those impurities that lack a chromophore. 

Acarbose is categorized as an α-glucosidase inhibitor. It inhibits very effective for 

instance the glucoamylase in the intestine resulting in a delayed release of glucose 

and other monosaccharides from complex carbohydrates within digestion and is 

therefore used to treat diabetes mellitus type 2 [2, 3]. Commonly, acarbose is taken 

three times a day with meals in a total daily dosage of 150 to 300 mg [4]. 

The structure of the drug acarbose (see Figure 1) imitates the substrates (e.g. starch 

or sucrose) of several alpha-glucosidases, which are needed for the break-down of 

complex carbohydrates to monosaccharide units, and consists of an aglycon cyclitol 

and of an amino sugar forming together the acarviosin part (see left upper corner of 

Figure 1), which is coupled to two D-glucose units [2]. Due to its physicochemical 

properties, acarbose is absorbed only at a very small amount. However, absorption is 

not necessary as its target is located in the gut. 

 

The API is commonly produced by a fermentation process by means of the bacterium 

Actinoplanes utahensis or other strains of Actinoplanes sp. [5]. This biotechnological 

process explains the impurity profile of acarbose. The impurities listed in the 

transparency list of the Ph. Eur. monograph for acarbose (see Figure 1) differ only in 

the sugar profile, while the acarviosin part of the molecule is constant [1]. Impurity D 

consists of only one glucose unit, while beside acarbose, the impurities A, B, C and H 

have 2 sugar units coupled to the acarviosin part. Compared to acarbose, the 

impurities E, F and G have one additional sugar unit, thus forming a molecule of five 

rings. 
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Figure 1: Impurity profile of acarbose with respect to the Ph. Eur. monograph [1]. 

 

Due to the weak chromophore of all these compounds, up to now, the Ph. Eur. 

evaluates the related substances of acarbose by means of low wavelength detection 

at 210 nm [1]. For substances lacking of a chromophore or those with a weak one, the 

Charged Aerosol Detector (CAD) is often an alternative as it is a universal detection 

technique [6]. 

Phosphate buffers, that are currently used within the Ph. Eur. method, are not volatile 

and hence not suitable to be used with the CAD. Therefore, it was mandatory to replace 

them by volatile additives to use the CAD. 

Several analytical methods have been reported on the characterization of acarbose. 

Montazeri et al. could confirm that the USP method of the API acarbose (analogue to 
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API monograph but with a less concentrated test solution. Cherkaoui et al. compared 

a CE-UV method with a HPLC-ELSD method using a mixture of methanol and 

dichloromethane as mobile phase on an amino column [10]. Daali et al. reported on 

the determination of acarbose and its metabolite by means of a porous graphitic carbon 
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column and different detection techniques, while fluorescence detection after 

derivatization with 2-aminobenzamide was found to be most sensitive [11]. Novak et 

al. could identify some impurities of acarbose by HPLC-MS and HPLC-NMR [12]. 

Pitsch and Weghuber investigated the separation and quantitation of carbohydrates 

(including acarbose) in beverages by means of an amide HILIC column [13]. In a 

review, Wang et al. summarized some further analytical methods for the determination 

of acarbose [14]. 
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2. Experimental 

2.1. Chemicals and reagents 
Certified Reference Standards (two different batches of acarbose CRS and the CRS 

for peak identification (an impurity mix of acarbose with the impurities A, B, C, D, E, F 

and G)) were obtained from the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & 

HealthCare (EDQM), Strasbourg, France. An acarbose API sample (> 95% purity) was 

purchased from Acros Organics B.V.B.A. (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, 

USA). 

Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (> 99% purity), HPLC grade acetonitrile (> 99.9% purity), 

maltose (> 99% purity), maltotriose (> 90% purity), phosphoric acid, formic acid and 

acetic acid were all of analytical grade (> 99% purity) and purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich Chemie GmbH, (Darmstadt, Germany). Potassium dihydrogen phosphate and 

disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate for HPLC was purchased from VWR 

international GmbH (Darmstadt, Germany). Ultra-pure water was freshly produced by 

a water purification system from Merck Millipore (Darmstadt, Germany). 

2.2. Apparatus 
The HPLC measurements of the Ph. Eur. related substances’ test of Acarbose were 

performed on an Agilent 1100 modular chromatographic system consisting of an online 

vacuum degasser G1322A, a quaternary pump G1311A, an auto sampler G1329A, a 

thermostatted column compartment G1316A, and a variable wavelength detector 

G1314B (Agilent Technologies Deutschland GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany). UV 

detection was performed at 210 nm. Agilent OpenLab CDS Rev. C.01.10 [201] 

software was used for data processing. 

All other HPLC experiments were performed on a VanquishTM Flex modular 

chromatographic system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germering, Germany) consisting 

of a dual pump F (two independent ternary solvent blending flow streams in one 

housing) with an online vacuum degasser, a thermostatted split sampler, a 

thermostatted column compartment with an active pre-heater, and a diode array 

detector in-line with a VanquishTM Horizon CAD. The CAD was supplied with nitrogen 

gas from a Corona Nitrogen 1010 nitrogen generator (Peak Scientific Instruments, 

Inchinnan, United Kingdom) connected to the in-house compressed air system. The 

instrument was controlled, and runs were processed using the ChromeleonTM 7.3 

Chromatography Data System (Thermo Fisher Scientific). For all CAD experiments, 
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the evaporation temperature was set at 50 °C, while a power function value of 1.0, a 

data acquisition rate of 10 Hz, and a filter constant of 5.0 s were used unless properly 

noted. 

2.3. Preparation of solutions 
For the preparation of the test solution for the Ph. Eur. method [1], 0.200 g of Acarbose 

were accurately weighed and dissolved to a volume of 10.0 mL with deionized water. 

This solution was further diluted with deionized water (1.0 mL to 100.0 mL) to obtain 

reference solution (a). Additionally, a vial of Acarbose for peak identification (containing 

Acarbose and its impurities A, B, C, D, E, F and G) was dissolved in 1.0 mL of deionized 

water to obtain reference solution (b). To test the LOQ of the methods, a solution 

containing 0.05% API was prepared by diluting reference solution (a). All solutions 

were stored at 8 °C. 

2.4. Chromatographic procedures 

2.4.1. Ph. Eur. method 
For the performance of the current Ph. Eur. test for related substances of acarbose, 

an aminopropyl-silyl (APS) column e.g., the used Hypersil™ APS–2 (250 x 4 mm i.d., 

5 µm particle size, Thermo Fisher Scientific) is necessary. The experimental conditions 

require to operate isocratic elution with a flow rate of 2.0 mL/min, an injection volume 

of 10 µL, and a column compartment temperature of 35 °C. A mixture of 750 mL 

acetonitrile and 250 mL of an aqueous phosphate solution (0.6 g/L potassium 

dihydrogen phosphate and 0.35 g/L disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate) was 

used as mobile phase. The separation of acarbose and its impurities A, B, C, D, E, F 

and G was achieved within 50 min and UV detection at 210 nm was applied. 

2.4.2. Method with aminopropyl-silyl column and CAD detection 
Analogously to the Ph. Eur. method, experiments with CAD detection and replacement 

of the phosphate buffer by ammonium acetate (10 mM) were performed on the 

Hypersil™ APS–2 column (250 x 4 mm i.d., 5 µm particle size, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). 

Comparatively, experiments on a shorter column with the same column chemistry but 

with smaller particle size (Hypersil GoldTM Amino, 150 x 4.6 mm i.d., 3 µm particle size, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) were performed. Therefore, the flow rate was set to 

1.5 mL/min and the mobile phase composition had to be adjusted by increasing the 
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organic content to 85% acetonitrile and using 25 mM ammonium acetate as aqueous 

component. 

2.4.3. Method with Sugar-D column 
A COSMOSIL Sugar-D column (250 x 4.6 mm, 5 µm particle size, Nacalai tesque Inc.) 

with a polyamine-based stationary phase was used for the method. Therefore, isocratic 

elution (2.0 mL/min) of either a mix of 82% acetonitrile and water or 82% acetonitrile 

and aqueous solution of 25 mM ammonium acetate was used. 5 µL were injected and 

the column oven temperature was set to 35 °C. UV detection at 210 nm was compared 

with the CAD signal. 

2.4.4. Method with pentafluorophenyl propyl column 
Experiments were performed on an AccucoreTM PFP column (100 x 4.6 mm i.d., 2.6 µm 

particle size, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The final method comprises isocratic elution 

(1.0 mL/min) of 100 mM ammonium formate at a column oven temperature of 5°C and 

CAD detection. 

2.4.5. Method with Amid-HILIC column 
For the separation of acarbose and its impurities A, B, C, D, E, F and G, an Accucore™ 

150 Amide HILIC column (100 x 2.1 mm i.d., 2.6 µm particle size, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) was used. Within method development, isocratic runs and gradient 

experiments were performed. The type of buffer, its concentration and the pH were 

studied as parameters affecting the separation. Additionally, the influence of the 

method performance was investigated on two different column dimensions. The final 

method comprised CAD detection after gradient elution with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min, 

column oven temperature setting of 45 °C and an injection volume of 2.5 µL. Mobile 

phase A was 50 mM ammonium acetate pH 5.8 in water, while mobile phase B was 

acetonitrile. For the gradient, an initial isocratic step for 35 min with 87.0% of mobile 

phase B was performed. For the next 10 min, a linear gradient to 84.0% of mobile 

phase B, followed by a further isocratic step for 35 min with 84.0% of mobile phase B 

was set. This was followed by a re-equilibration step with 87.0% of mobile phase B for 

20 min. 

2.4.6. Method with Hypercarb column 
For the method development on the HypercarbTM column (150 x 4.6 mm i.d., 3µm 

particle size, Thermo Fisher Scientific), the influence on the separation of all relevant 
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components using no buffer, ammonium formate (50 and 100 mM), formic acid (0.1%) 

or trifluoroacetic acid (0.1%) was examined. The column oven temperature was varied 

between 10 °C and 90 °C and the injection volumes of 2.5 and 5.0 µL were compared. 

Both, experiments with isocratic and gradient elution were performed. For the final 

CAD method, a gradient using aqueous solution of trifluoroacetic acid (0.1%) as mobile 

phase A and acetonitrile with 0.1% of trifluoroacetic acid as mobile phase B, was 

performed. Therefore, the column oven temperature was adjusted to 90 °C, the flow 

rate was set to 1.0 mL/min and the injection volume to 2.5 µL. An initial isocratic step 

for 2 min with 8.0% mobile phase B was followed by a linear increase to 13.0% mobile 

phase B over 24 min and a further isocratic step with 13.0% mobile phase B for 5 min. 

Within the next 2 min, re-equilibration was performed and prolonged by 5 min post time 

with 8.0% mobile phase B. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Challenges of the impurity analysis of acarbose 
As can be seen from Figure 1, all related substances of acarbose are quite similar and 

differ in the sugar part of the respective molecule only. Some of them are even only 

isomers of the sugar moiety with the same molecular weight (e.g., Mr = 645: acarbose, 

imp. A, and imp. C; Mr = 807: imp. E, imp. F, and imp. G). The similarity of the 

compounds makes their separation and analysis challenging. Moreover, they are not 

equipped with a strong chromophore. Rather, the one or two double bonds of the 

molecules under investigation represent a weak chromophore. Moreover, the current 

Ph. Eur. method is critical for detecting those substances having no chromophore, 

such as sugar fragments. Therefore, it is better to rely on a universal detection, such 

as the charged aerosol detection. However, for CAD the mobile phase additives used 

must be volatile. Consequently, the non-volatile phosphate buffers must be replaced 

by volatile mobile phase additives, e.g., formic acid, ammonium formate, acetic acid, 

ammonium acetate, or trifluoroacetic acid. 

Of note, for APS columns used by the Ph. Eur. monograph, it is known that the column 

materials tend to degrade upon usage, which can be easily monitored by the CAD by 

increasing background current, resulting in an increased noise level and a low LOQ. 

Therefore, the column chemistry significantly changes over time and the lifetime of this 

type of column is limited. 
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Furthermore, most of the analytes show anomerization of the terminal sugar moiety. 

Consequently, for one impurity, several isomeric forms exist (alpha, beta and open-

chain form) and therefore, the potential number of analytes is much higher than initially 

expected. Even on column this anomerization process takes place and influence the 

peak shapes significantly. The speed of anomerization can be influenced either by 

temperature or pH of the mobile phase. 

3.2. Advantages of the CAD 
Due to its physiochemical properties, (e.g. mass of more than 250 Da [15]), acarbose 

and its specified impurities can be regarded as non-volatile analytes and their 

respective CAD signals are practically independent of the evaporation temperature. An 

increase of the latter can reduce the semi-volatile impurities of the mobile phase and 

consequently reduce the noise [16]. Best performance criteria were found with an 

evaporation temperature of 50 °C, which was used for all experiments. The power 

function value was kept at the default value of 1.0, while the data collection rate was 

fixed to 10 Hz and a filter constant of 5.0 s was used for all experiments to obtain more 

comparable results. 

The major advantage of the CAD detection of acarbose and its impurities is, that it 

does not need a correction factor, since the analytes are not volatile, and the detector 

is mass dependent. Additionally, gradient dependent effects on the signal are minimal 

within both validated methods and can therefore be neglected. 

3.3. Procedure of the method transfer 
Initially, the current Ph. Eur. related substances test was performed for reference 

purposes and a simple method transfer was applied to make the method suitable for 

CAD detection. Since this was not possible without creating new problems, the column 

chemistry had to be changed. Finally, two alternative methods with CAD detection 

were developed successfully. 

3.3.1. Comparative measurements by means of the Ph. Eur. method 
The experiments following the Ph. Eur. method are intended to be a benchmark for the 

CAD methods [1]. An exemplary chromatogram of reference solution (b) containing 

acarbose and its impurities is displayed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Chromatogram obtained with acarbose reference solution (b) by means of 
the current Ph. Eur. related substances test for acarbose with UV detection 
at 210 nm. Column: Hypersil™ APS–2 (250 x 4 mm i.d., 5 µm particle size, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific); The chromatographic system was operated with a 
flow rate of 2.0 mL/min using isocratic elution at 35 °C. Further 
chromatographic conditions for this method can be seen in section 2.4.1. 

The method defines two system suitability criteria: The chromatogram obtained from 

reference solution (b) must be similar to the one supplied by the CRS leaflet (see [17]). 

Second, the peak-to-valley ratio between impurity A and acarbose should be at 

least 1.2. The chromatogram obtained for reference solution (b) is very similar to the 

reference chromatogram of the CRS (see [17]) and the peak-to-valley ratio is 4.4. 

Hence, the system suitability criteria had been met. Nevertheless, the acarbose peak 

shows tailing and a small shoulder, as it is also found in the reference 

chromatogram [17]. 

3.3.2. Transfer to CAD detection 
Since the charged aerosol detection needs a volatile mobile phase, the phosphate 

buffer had to be replaced by a volatile buffer. The pH of the aqueous phosphate 

solution used in the Ph. Eur. method is 6.9. Thus, a 10 mM solution of ammonium 

acetate was used for the replacement. However, the acetate portion increases the UV 

cut off value and thus increases the UV-dependent noise. Nevertheless, it was still 

possible to detect acarbose and some impurities at λ = 210 nm but the system 

suitability criteria of the Ph. Eur. method are not fulfilled as imp. A and acarbose are 

not separated anymore (see SI-1). Even worse, it was not possible to detect the 

components at a sufficient LOQ due to an extreme high noise level. In general, the 

higher the background current, the worse the noise of an elution [16]. Here, 

background currents of more than 75 pA were observed, while for the mobile phase 

without a column, values of around 2 pA had been achieved. Same holds true for a 
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mobile phase without buffer additives. Consequently, these inappropriate noise levels 

was likely caused by column bleeding, which is also reported in the literature [18, 19]. 

The amino functionalities of the APS columns generate a locally high pH, which is 

favorable for their self-destruction. This process can easily be monitored with the CAD 

by the background current. Attempts to overcome this problem by using a shorter 

column or adapted solvents were not successful. It can be concluded that silica-based 

APS phases are not suitable for CAD detection due to the high background current 

and that polymer-bonded phases described in the literature could be used as an 

alternative [20, 21]. 

3.3.3. Column selection 
As consequence of the stability issue of the APS stationary phase, a more stable 

stationary phase had to be used for the acarbose analysis. 

The COSMOSIL Sugar-D column has secondary and tertiary amine functions bonded 

to a high purity spherical silica. A technical note describes the analysis of 

acarbose [22], using an isocratic elution (2.5 ml/min) of a mixture of acetonitrile and 

phosphate buffer (82:18) and UV detection at 210 nm. Again, for use with CAD, the 

phosphate in the mobile phase was replaced with a solution of 25 mM ammonium 

acetate. Furthermore, the flow rate had to be adjusted to the maximum usable flow 

rate for the CAD - 2.0 mL/min. 

 

Figure 3: Impurity analysis of acarbose reference solution (b) using Sugar-D column 
(250 x 4.6 mm, 5 µm particle size) with isocratic elution of a mixture of 
acetonitrile and water (82:18) at a flow rate of 2.0 mL/min and CAD detection 

Since the resulting background current (about 50 pA) was too high for acceptable 

results, the buffer was replaced by water. An injection of 5 µL reference solution (b) 
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resulted in a chromatogram with evaluable peaks. However, beside the background 

current of 10 pA, the critical peak pair of acarbose and imp. A was not sufficiently 

separated (see Figure 3). 

Next, a pentafluorophenyl propyl (PFP) column was tested because of the multiple 

mechanisms of interaction; hydrophobic, dipole-dipole, aromatic and π-π interactions 

and hydrogen bonding interactions are appropriate for the separation of polar isomers 

such as acarbose and its impurities [23]. It was necessary to use the column with the 

smallest possible amount of organic modifier to ensure retention. 

Rapid elution within 10 min was achieved with 1% acetonitrile in aqueous solution of 

0.1% TFA as eluent. Acarbose was separated from the impurity peaks (see SI-2), but 

the impurities were not adequately separated from each other. 

 

Figure 4: Impurity analysis of acarbose reference solution (b) using AccucoreTM PFP 
column (100 x 4.6 mm i.d., 2.6 µm particle size) with isocratic elution of 
100 mM ammonium formate and CAD detection (10 Hz, filter 1.0 s) 

Using 100 mM ammonium formate as eluent, the background current was reduced to 

0.5 pA, and resulted in a significant reduction in noise without loss of resolution. At the 

low temperature of 5 °C used for this method, double peaks with no baseline separation 

appear for some substances in the analysis of acarbose (see Figure 4), indicating an 

epimerization. At higher temperatures of 70 °C, the rate of epimerization (see 

section 3.1.) is faster than chromatographic separation and the substances elute as a 

single, broad peak. Overall, it can be concluded that the method is suitable for the rapid 

determination of the sum of acarbose impurities, but not for the content evaluation of 

each single impurity. In addition to the relatively short analysis time, the method is quite 

sensitive. Injection of a dilute acarbose solution (0.05% based on the test solution) 
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resulted in two peaks that appeared to be separate and were due to the respective 

acarbose epimers (see SI-3). In practice, however, the described epimerization 

reaction takes place, but is hidden in the background noise and cannot be observed in 

the chromatogram. This method is nevertheless sensitive for the determination of 

impurities at low levels. In one batch, additional early eluting peaks were observed in 

the chromatogram. It can be assumed that these are hydrophilic by-products or 

residues of the fermentation process. By spiking with maltose and maltotriose 

solutions, two of these unknown peaks (at very low concentrations) could be identified. 

 

Amide HILIC phases, such as Accucore™ 150 Amide HILIC column (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), have been proved to be appropriate for the separation of sugars in 

beverages [13] using a gradient elution (80% to 60% acetonitrile with 10 mM 

ammonium acetate pH 8.25). 

Even though it is advantageous to use the starting mixture of the gradient, an aqueous 

solution was applied due to solubility problems. 

Within the method development, the performance of two different column dimensions 

of the Amide-HILIC column were tested. The model with 150 x 4.6 mm, 2.6 µm particle 

size, was compared to the column with 100 x 2.1 mm, 2.6 µm particle size. The latter 

showed better performance with the CAD as less column material bleeds out and 

enters the detector. Due to the mass-dependency of the detector, it is better to use 

columns with reduced inner diameter, to obtain the lowest background current 

possible, which goes directly with a reduction of noise. The injection of a diluted 

solution of acarbose (1.0% referred to the test solution) resulted in a small, but 

identifiable peak for acarbose. However, the signal of a further diluted sensitivity 

solution (0.05%) could not be identified as a peak. Thus, this method is not shine of 

best sensitivity (see section 3.3.4.). 

 

For epimerization reasons, elution of a mobile phase of a basic pH and high 

temperature would be suitable but would destroy the silica-based column. As a 

compromise, an oven temperature of 45 °C and ammonium acetate buffer pH 5.8 were 

chosen. As can be seen in Figure 5, acarbose and its impurities A, B, C, D, E, F and 

G are all baseline separated. However, the runtime of this method is longer than the 

Ph. Eur. method and needs extra time for re-equilibration. The validation of this method 

is displayed in section 3.3.4. 
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Figure 5: A typical chromatogram obtained with acarbose reference solution (b) 
solution. column: Accucore™ 150 Amide HILIC 100 x 2.1 mm, 2.6 µm particle 
size (Thermo Fisher Scientific); The chromatographic system was operated 
with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min using gradient elution at 45 °C and CAD-
detection. Further chromatographic conditions for this gradient HPLC can be 
seen in section 2.4.5. 

Graphite columns, such as Hypercarb columns, are also suitable for the analysis of 

polar compounds, like sugars [24-26]. A polar retention effect occurs due to the high 

affinity of the polar analytes to the graphite surface [24, 27, 28]. Additionally, the 

column can be used with extreme conditions such as high acidity, high alkalinity, and 

high temperatures, because there is no material detaching as the stationary phase is 

just carbon. 

As isocratic approaches did not result in a separation or led to very broad peaks without 

a sufficient sensitivity, a gradient elution was performed (see Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: Proposed elution order for the Impurity analysis of acarbose reference 
solution (b) using HypercarbTM graphite column (150 x 4.6 mm i.d., 3µm 
particle size) with gradient elution (mobile phase A: 0.1% TFA in water; 
mobile phase B: 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile) and CAD detection (10 Hz, filter 
1.0 s). Gradient: 0-2 min 8% mobile phase B; 2-26 min 8-13% mobile phase 
B; 26-31 min 13% mobile phase B; 31-33 min 13-8% mobile phase B. 
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Since an acidic pH turned out to be beneficial for good separation on the Hypercarb 

column, in experiments with varying mobile phase composition, the chromatography 

was performed with 0.1% TFA in the mobile phase (gradient with acetonitrile/water and 

0.1% TFA), which resulted in good separation of acarbose, and all impurities within 

28 min (see Figure 6). In these initial experiments, it was observed that the stronger 

the ionic strength of the mobile phase used, the stronger was the retention of the 

components on the column. For example, retention times of 33 min were observed for 

Imp. D using 50 mM ammonium formate as mobile phase additive (data not shown), 

whereas for the final TFA method Imp. D had a retention time of only 5 min in 

comparison. 

Again, double peaks and insufficient separation occurred in experiments performed at 

low temperatures of 10 °C, but this problem could be solved by using a higher column 

oven temperature of 90 °C, which is possible with graphite columns. However, the 

peaks are still quite broad and in case of samples with a high mass on column, 

acarbose and impurity B would co-elute, hence the injection volume was set to 2.5 µL. 

This is still sufficient to detect a diluted solution of acarbose (0.05% referred to the test 

solution) sufficiently (see SI 4). 

Comparison of the responses of all methods (see SI-6) indicates a changed elution 

order for the Hypercarb column. However, the order could not be confirmed, as the 

single impurities were not available for spiking experiments and a correspond mass 

detection cannot help due to the same masses of a couple of impurities. The batch 

results obtained by the measurement of the two CRS of acarbose and of the acarbose 

delivered by Acros with this method are listed in SI-5. 

3.3.4. Validation of Amide-HILIC and Hypercarb method 
With regard to ICH Q2(R1) guideline, specificity, repeatability, limit of quantification 

(LOQ), linearity, range, accuracy and robustness of both Amide-HILIC, and Hypercarb 

method were investigated [29]. 

For the assessment of specificity, a solution containing acarbose and its impurities A, 

B, C, D, E, F and G (ref. solution (b)) was used. Both methods were able to separate 

all compounds from each other. However, only a suggestion of the peak assignment 

could be made, since only an impurity mix, and no individual substances were available 

for final verification. 
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Repeatability was demonstrated at three different concentration levels (0.20%, 1.00%, 

and 1.50%) with 6 replications each. The relative standard deviations (%RSD) for the 

Hypercarb method were in the range of 0.35% to 1.28% indicating a precise method. 

Indeed, for the Amide- HILIC method, the RSDs (1.01% to 5.35%) are less good. 

The limits of quantification (LOQ) were evaluated by visual inspection of the signal-to-

noise ratio. To achieve acceptable sensitivity for the Amid-HILIC method, a solution of 

0.20% acarbose must be injected. Notwithstanding other challenges, such as baseline 

separation of all components, injecting a higher concentration or larger amount can 

lead to overcome the sensitivity problem. For the Hypercarb method, a signal-to-noise 

ratio of 10:1 for the LOQ - acceptable according to the ICH guideline - was met for a 

less concentrated solution of 0.10% of acarbose, indicating the good sensitivity of the 

method. 

Linearity and range: A calibration curve including at least five concentration levels was 

established covering a range from 0.20% to 1.60% (y = 5.9842x - 0.5620; R2 = 0.9979) 

for the Amid-HILIC method and within a range from 0.10% to 1.60% for the Hypercarb 

method (y = 1.2466x + 0.0290; R2 = 0.9989). 

Accuracy for the Hypercarb method was determined at three different levels (0.20%, 

1.00%, and 1.50%) with mean recoveries ranging from 99.2% to 102.4% (n = 3, %RSD 

0.81–1.93%). However, the values of the Amide HILIC method (mean recoveries 

97.4% to 107.9% (n = 3, %RSD 1.43–5.06%)) were worse due to the lower precision 

at the lower level. 

For robustness testing of the Amid-HILIC method, the HPLC parameters were varied 

as follows: column temperature (± 5.0°C), mobile phase flow rate (± 0.1 mL/min), 

% mobile phase B over the entire gradient range of the method (± 0.5%). These 

variations already showed that this method is not particularly robust. For example, not 

all components are eluted within the runtime of the method, if the flow rate is lowered, 

the acetonitrile content is increased, or the temperature is lowered. For the respective 

opposite directions, this problem does not apply, and the components are separated 

accordingly. 

For the Hypercarb method, range of the temperature (± 5.0°C), flow rate 

(± 0.05 mL/min), % acetonitrile over the whole gradient (± 0.5%) and TFA 

concentration (± 0.05%) were varied. With increased flow rate as well as decreased 

TFA concentration, peak 3 and acarbose were no longer baseline separated, but their 
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peak-to-valley ratios of 1.4 and 1.8, respectively, are nevertheless sufficient and the 

method can be regarded as robust. 

3.4. Comparison of the obtained batch results 
The batch results of the three different acarbose APIs obtained by the UV Ph. Eur. 

method were compared to the respective results of the CAD methods on Hypercarb 

and Amide-HILIC columns. An overview of the results can be seen in Table 1,2 and 

SI-5. 

Table 1: batch results of three different acarbose API by means of the Ph. Eur. test 
for related substances. 

Imp. limits Acarbose 
CRS 3 

Acarbose 
CRS 4 

Acros API 
Acarbose 

Imp. A ≤ 0.6% 0.20 0.24 0.60 

Imp. B ≤ 0.5% 0.16 0.16 0.16 

Imp. C ≤ 1.5% 1.07 1.09 0.24 

Imp. D ≤ 1.0% 0.35 0.35 0.22 

Imp. E ≤ 0.2% b.r.t. b.r.t. b.r.t. 

Imp. F ≤ 0.3% b.r.t b.r.t. b.r.t. 

Imp. G ≤ 0.3% b.r.t b.r.t. b.r.t. 

Unknown imp.   several b.r.t. 

Sum of imp. 1.76 1.84 1.22 

* b.r.t. = below reporting threshold (0.1%) 
 

For the UV detection of the Ph. Eur., correction factors have to be applied. Therefore, 

the obtained peak area had to be multiplied by respective correction factors: 

imp. B = 0.63; imp. D = 0.75; imp. E, F, G = 1.25. For all other components no 

correction factor is necessary. Peaks below 0.1% (referred to the concentration of the 

API) can be disregarded. According to the monograph, imp. C is limited to 1.5% 

(referred to the concentration of the API). The further limits are: imp. D ≤ 1.0%; 

imp A ≤ 0.6%; imp. B ≤ 0.5%; imp. F and G each ≤ 0.3%; imp. E ≤ 0.2%; all other 

respective impurities ≤ 0.2%. In sum 3.0% of impurities may not be exceeded. All three 

batches comply with these limits. However, for the API purchased from Acros, several 

additional impurities were found below the disregard limit. Of these, maltose and 

maltotriose were identified as impurities, albeit at a low level. 
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Due to the described mass-flow dependency of the CAD and the non-volatility of the 

analytes, no correction factors are necessary with the CAD. The results obtained are 

in accordance with those of the Ph. Eur. method; however, they provide slightly higher 

values overall for the sum of the observed impurities. The limits could therefore be 

exceeded with the CAD method although the active substance complies with the 

requirements according to Ph. Eur. method. Thus, this ensures that only the purest 

possible API is used. 

Table 2: batch results of three different acarbose API by means of the Amid HILIC 
method. 

Imp. limits Acarbose 
CRS 3 

Acarbose 
CRS 4 

Acros API 
Acarbose 

Imp. A ≤ 0.6% 0.20 < 0.20 0.39 

Imp. B ≤ 0.5% 0.23 0.24 0.27 

Imp. C ≤ 1.5% 1.07 1.09 0.24 

Imp. D ≤ 1.0% 0.62 0.52 0.43 

Imp. E ≤ 0.2% < 0.20 < 0.20 0.51 

Imp. F ≤ 0.3% b.r.t b.r.t b.r.t 

Imp. G ≤ 0.3% b.r.t < 0.20 0.21 

Unknown imp. b.r.t b.r.t 0.28 + 
several b.r.t 

Sum of imp. 2.23 2.21 2.33 

* b.r.t. = below reporting threshold (0.1%) 
 

The peak assignment could not be confirmed using the respective UV spectra, since 

they are practically identical for all components. Therefore, a proposal for the elution 

order for the method on Hypercarb column was made based on the Ph. Eur. and 

Amide-HILIC measurements: imp. D - imp. C - imp. A – acarbose - imp. B - unknown 

imp. - imp. E - imp. F - imp. G (see Figure 6 and SI-6). The obtained results of the 

measured batches (cf. SI-5) are in a comparable order of magnitude as those of the 

other methods (cf. Table 1 and Table 2). 
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4. Conclusions 
The analysis of the related substances of acarbose is challenging. Since the analytes 

have only a weak chromophore, CAD detection is an alternative to the currently used 

low wavelength UV detection. The current Ph. Eur. method for related substances is 

not optimal, since the stationary APS-phase degrades during the analysis, which can 

be nicely monitored by the CAD resulting in a high background current. Thus, an easy 

method transfer to the CAD including the exchange of phosphate by an volatile buffer 

is practically impossible. Furthermore, since the introduction of the acarbose 

monograph, a lot of new columns with interesting column chemistry have appeared on 

the market, from which the acarbose test can profit. Hence, it was possible to develop 

and validate two alternative CAD methods for the determination of the related 

substances. 

The PFP method is a tool for rapid determination of the sum of impurities of acarbose 

although not all components are separated. However, it was possible to detect further 

unknown impurities of an API, which could be partly identified as maltose or 

maltotriose. 

Both, the Hypercarb and the Amide HILIC method are suitable for the replacement of 

the current Ph. Eur. method. However, the for the Hypercarb method, peak 

identification must be confirmed. 
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SI - 1: Impurity analysis of reference solution (b) by isocratic elution of 10 mM 

ammonium acetate (2 mL/min) and UV detection at 210 nm. 

 
 

 
SI - 2: Impurity analysis of acarbose reference solution (b) using AccucoreTM PFP 

column (100 x 4.6 mm i.d., 2.6 µm particle size) with isocratic elution of 
aqueous solution of 0.1% TFA and CAD detection (10 Hz, filter 1.0 s) 
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SI - 3: Sensitivity analysis of acarbose sensitivity solution (0.05%) using 

AccucoreTM PFP column (100 x 4.6 mm i.d., 2.6 µm particle size) with 
isocratic elution of aqueous solution of 100 mM ammonium formate and 
CAD detection (10 Hz, filter 1.0 s) 

 

 
SI - 4: Sensitivity analysis of acarbose sensitivity solution (0.05%) using 

HypercarbTM column (150 x 4.6 mm i.d., 3µm particle size) with gradient 
elution (mobile phase A: 0.1% TFA in water; mobile phase B: 0.1% TFA in 
acetonitrile) and CAD detection (10 Hz, filter 1.0 s). Gradient: 0-2 min 8% 
mobile phase B; 2-26 min 8-13% mobile phase B; 26-31 min 13% mobile 
phase B; 31-33 min 13-8% mobile phase B. 
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SI - 5: batch results of three different acarbose API and the results of the injected 
system suitability solution by means of the Hypercarb method. 

Imp. limits Acarbose 
CRS 3 

Acarbose 
CRS 4 

Acros API 
Acarbose 

Imp. A? ≤ 0.6% 0.18 0.17 0.57 

Imp. B? ≤ 0.5% 0.11 0.11 b.r.t. 

Imp. C? ≤ 1.5% 1.18 1.17 0.36 

Imp. D ≤ 1.0% 0.38 0.39 0.25 

Imp. E? ≤ 0.2% b.r.t. b.r.t. b.r.t. 

Imp. F? ≤ 0.3% b.r.t. b.r.t. 0.42 

Imp. G? ≤ 0.3% 0.10 0.10 b.r.t. 

Unknown imp.     several b.r.t. 

Sum of imp. 1.95 1.94 1.60 

* b.r.t. = below reporting threshold (0.1%) 
 
 

SI - 6:  results of the injected system suitability solution by means of the Ph. Eur., 
Amid-HILIC, and Hypercarb method. 

Imp. Ph. Eur. Amid-
HILIC Hypercarb 

Imp. A? 1.25 1.24 1.24 

Imp. B?  0.56 0.78 0.50 

Imp. C? 1.4 1.40 1.42 

Imp. D  3.02 3.93 3.12 

Imp. E? 1.34 1.36 1.49 

Imp. F? 1.51 1.19 1.73 

Imp. G? 0.72 1.85 2.10 

Unknown imp. 0.41 0.92 0.21 

Sum of imp. 10.21 12.67 11.81 
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4. Final Discussion 
All projects of this theses aimed to develop tools for an improved impurity profiling of 

drugs and consequently lead to purer APIs. 

In general, it should be pointed out, that the sources of impurities in APIs and medicinal 

products can be manifold. They can arise, for example, during the synthesis of the 

APIs through side reactions of the reactants, reagents, catalysts or solvent residues 

used. In addition, they can also be caused by impurities in the materials used and their 

reactions with other ingredients [1-6]. For drug products it is even more difficult to 

establish the whole impurity profile: To the aforementioned API related impurities, 

those, which are due to side reactions with the excipients or their impurities, must be 

also considered [7-9]. 

Even if the impurity profile of the established active ingredients is well-known, it still 

happens that primarily unexpected impurities occur in the APIs. One example for this 

is the presence of nitrosamines in sartans, which has been extensively reported in 

recent years [10-13]. 

 

4.1. Risk assessment report 
To prevent the occurrence of impurities, which are not completely unexpected due to 

the synthesis conditions, we have developed an exemplary tool that significantly 

reduces the occurrence of unexpected impurities, when it was used within synthesis 

stage. Therefore, we selected cetirizine as model compound to demonstrate the 

advantages of this tool [14]. From the risk analysis presented in this thesis for the 

compound cetirizine, it is obvious how many potential impurities can occur during 

synthesis. In parallel, this tool makes the impurity profiling easier: Targeted analysis 

can now be performed. So fewer compounds are likely to be overlooked that are 

actually present. Therefore, such risk analyses should be performed for each drug 

synthesis and their correctness subsequently verified. With this knowledge of potential 

impurity profiles, the process control of the synthesis can be adjusted, if necessary, to 

produce active ingredients that are as pure as possible. 

However, a certain residual risk of overlooking impurities still remains. Therefore, a 

non-targeted approach, as exemplarily described by Wohlfart et al., should be 

performed in addition [15]. Nonetheless, the basic results of the risk assessment report 

can be used as a template for other APIs in future. 
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4.2. New pharmacopoeial methods 
For the API dapsone, in the Ph. Eur. only an outdated TLC method (LOQ 0.2%) for 

purity testing existed [16]. Therefore, a modern LC-UV method was developed for the 

impurity analysis of dapsone. This new method allows the sensitive (LOQ 0.05%) 

determination of the impurities and hence was implemented to Ph. Eur. 10.6 [17, 18]. 

As dapsone is not only used against leprosy, but also used as a supporting agent 

against malaria, it is often used in countries with less well-equipped control 

laboratories. Therefore, in addition to the new Ph. Eur. method, a more simplified, 

isocratic HPLC method was developed. As described in this work, DoE approaches 

showed that the separation in an acceptable amount of time of all compounds is 

impossible and thus the sample must be analyzed in two isocratic runs performed with 

solvents of different elution strength. Both, the new Ph. Eur. method and the simplified 

ones yield batch results of the same order of magnitude. In addition, the new, stricter 

pharmacopoeial limits for impurities guarantee that the purest possible API are placed 

on the market. 

Pharmacopoeial methods, on the one hand, can be replaced by newer methods, as 

exemplified for dapsone. On the other hand, a harmonization process of the major 

pharmacopoeias (Ph. Eur., USP and JP) is also taking place [19]. Thus, in meetings 

of Pharmacopoeia Commission it is also discussed, if new methods for the 

replacement of outdated methodologies are significantly better than those of the other 

pharmacopoeia. This was the case, for example, for the LC-UV method for baclofen, 

which was presented here [20]. Although the latter is faster than the USP method, 

within pharmacopoeial harmonization, the USP method was chosen to be the new 

Ph. Eur. method for the related substances test of baclofen. 

In addition, we used the universal charged aerosol detector to check whether impurities 

without or with only a weak chromophore are present in baclofen batches. However, 

beside the counterion of impurity C, no additional impurity could be monitored with the 

CAD. This might be attributed to the fact that the batches measured were very pure, 

which of course has a positive effect on drug quality. 
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4.3. CAD in impurity profiling 
Acarbose was chosen as project API, as this compound has only a weak chromophore 

and some of its impurities might probably not be detected with the pharmacopoeial 

tests. Therefore, alternative methods for the impurity profiling of acarbose with the CAD 

as universal detector were developed [21]. However, this was demanding: On the one 

hand, the separation of known impurities was not easy. On the other hand, also their 

detection – due to a weak chromophore - was challenging. Since the analytes differed 

only in the sugar chain, the stationary phase used needs special selectivity [22]. The 

stationary phase currently used in the pharmacopoeia has the problem that it is not 

stable and degrades itself over time [23, 24]. This can be observed by means of the 

CAD, more precisely by an elevated background current. The best results for adequate 

separation and detection by CAD of acarbose and its impurities could be obtained on 

an amide-HILIC phase and on a PGC phase. In case of the latter stationary phase, 

quite harsh conditions with column oven temperatures of 90 °C were necessary to 

obtain good separation. 

Overall, the acarbose study also demonstrated that the APIs contained small amounts 

of constituents without a chromophore, two of which were identified as the sugar 

fragments maltose and maltotriose. 

Taken together, the impurity profile stated in the pharmacopoeial transparency lists is 

mostly not conclusive. In order to further improve the quality of monographed APIs, 

one approach should be to look more closely at the synthesis of the compound in 

question. Risk analyses can be a suitable tool to get a first impression of the impurity 

profile to be expected. Furthermore, outdated pharmacopoeial methods should be 

rapidly replaced by more modern and more sensitive ones. At the same time, the 

permitted impurity limits reviewed in the revision are to be set as low as possible, based 

on available batch data, in order to make it mandatory for pharmaceutical 

manufacturers to produce APIs that are as pure as possible. In these improvement 

processes, modern stationary phases and modern universal detectors should also be 

taken into account. 

However, one should not think exclusively of high-tech laboratories in the whole 

development. Methods for appropriate quality analysis should also be developed for 

rather less well-equipped control laboratories. In this way, the quality of the hopefully 

very purely produced APIs can also be tested everywhere in the world with a suitable 

method.  
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5. Summary 
All presented studies aimed on the improvement of the quality analysis of already 

monographed drugs. Thereby different LC methods were applied and coupled to i.e., 

the UV/VIS detector, the CAD or a hyphenation of these detectors, respectively. The 

choice of the chromatographic system including the detector was largely dependent 

on the physicochemical properties of the respective analytes. 

With the risk-assessment report on the API cetirizine we presented an exemplary tool, 

that can help to minimize the risk of the occurrence of unexpected impurities. An in-

deep analysis of each step within synthesis pathway by means of reaction matrices of 

all compounds was performed. It is essential to understand the complete impurity 

profile of all reactants, solvents, and catalysts and to include them in the matrix. Finally, 

the API of this synthesis was checked if all impurities are identified by this tool. Of note, 

a shortcoming of such a targeted approach is that impurities can still occur, but they 

are not captured. This disadvantage can be partially compensated by non-targeted 

approaches if they are performed in parallel with the other studies that represent most 

of the impurities. However, this work also shows that even in a supposedly simple 

synthesis, potentially hundreds of by-products can be formed. For each of them, it must 

be decided individually whether their formation is probable or how their quantity can 

be minimized in order to obtain APIs, that are as pure as possible. 

In the dapsone project it was aimed to replace the existing old Ph. Eur. TLC method 

with a modern RP-HPLC method. This was successful and since Ph. Eur. 10.6, the 

method developed in this work, became a valid monograph. Within the revision 

process of the monograph, the individual limits for impurities were tightened. However, 

this new method needs HPLC instrumentation, suitable to perform gradients. As this is 

not always available in all control laboratories, we also developed an alternative, more 

simple method using two different isocratic runs for the impurity analysis. The obtained 

batch results of both, the new pharmacopoeial method and the more simple one, were 

in a comparable order of magnitude. Furthermore, within the method development 

stage of the Ph. Eur. method, we could identify one unknown impurity of the impurity 

reference by high-resolution MS/MS analysis. 

Also, in the baclofen project it was aimed to replace the existing Ph. Eur. method with 

the introduction of an additional impurity to be quantified. A corresponding method was 

developed and validated. However, due to the harmonization process of the 

pharmacopoeias, it is currently not used. In addition, we tried to find further, non-
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chromophoric impurities by means of the CAD. However, except for one counterion of 

an impurity, no further impurities were found. Also, the aforementioned new impurity 

could not be detected above the reporting threshold in the batches analyzed. As the 

only individually specified impurity A is also present at a low level, it can be concluded 

that the examined batches of baclofen are very pure. 

The use of universal detectors, such as the CAD can be particularly interesting for 

compounds with no chromophore or those with only a weak chromophore. Therefore, 

we decided to take a closer look at the impurity profile of acarbose. Currently, acarbose 

and its impurities are being studied by low wavelength UV detection at 210 nm. 

Therefore, the question arose whether there are no other impurities in the API that do 

not show absorption at this wavelength. CAD, which offers consistent detection 

properties for all non-volatile compounds, is ideally suited for this purpose. However, 

it was not so easy to use the CAD together with the UV detector, for example, as a 

hyphenated detection technique, because the Ph. Eur. method uses phosphate 

buffers. However, this is non-volatile and therefore inappropriate for the CAD. 

Therefore, an attempt was made to replace the buffer with a volatile one. However, 

since this did not lead to satisfactory results and rather the self-degradation process of 

the stationary phase used could be observed by means of the CAD, it was decided to 

switch to alternative stationary phases. A column screening also revealed further 

difficulties with acarbose and its impurities: they show an epimerization reaction at the 

end of the sugar chain. However, since one wanted to have uniform peaks in the 

corresponding chromatograms, one had to accelerate this reaction significantly to 

obtain only one peak for each component. This was best achieved by using two 

stationary phases: PGC and Amide-HILIC. Impurity-profiling methods could be 

developed on each of the two phases. In addition, as expected, new impurities could 

be detected, albeit at a low level. Two of them could even be identified by spiking 

experiments as the sugar fragments maltose and maltotriose. 

Taken together, it can be concluded, that this work has contributed significantly to the 

improvement of the quality analysis of monographed drugs. In addition to the 

presented general tool for the identification of potential impurities, one of the methods 

developed, had already been implemented to the Ph. Eur. In an effort to improve the 

CAD's universal detection capabilities, additional methods have also been developed. 

Further, new improved methods for the impurity profiling are ready to use. 
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6. Zusammenfassung 
Alle vorgestellten Arbeiten zielten auf die Verbesserung der Qualitätsanalyse von im 

Europäischen Arzneibuch monographierten Wirkstoffen ab. Dabei wurden 

verschiedene flüssig-chromatographische Methoden angewandt und z.B. mit dem 

UV/VIS-Detektor, dem CAD oder einer Kombination dieser Detektoren gekoppelt. Die 

Wahl des chromatographischen Systems einschließlich des Detektors war weitgehend 

von den physikochemischen Eigenschaften der jeweiligen Analyten abhängig. 

Mit dem Bericht zur Risikoanalyse des Wirkstoffs Cetirizin haben wir ein beispielhaftes 

Instrument vorgestellt, das helfen kann, das Risiko des Auftretens unerwarteter 

Verunreinigungen zu minimieren. Es wurde eine eingehende Analyse der einzelnen 

Syntheseschritte anhand der Reaktionsmatrizen aller Verbindungen durchgeführt. 

Dabei ist wichtig, das vollständige Verunreinigungsprofil aller Reaktanten, 

Lösungsmittel und Katalysatoren zu verstehen und in die Matrix mit aufzunehmen. 

Schließlich wurde produzierte Arzneistoff-Chargen überprüft, ob alle Verunreinigungen 

mit diesem Werkzeug identifiziert werden konnten. Es soll aber nicht unerwähnt 

bleiben, dass ein Nachteil eines solch gezielten Ansatzes darin besteht, dass 

Verunreinigungen im Wirkstoff dennoch vorkommen können, sie aber nicht durch das 

Tool erfasst werden. Dieser Nachteil kann z.B. durch nicht-zielgerichtete Ansätze 

kompensiert werden, wenn sie parallel zu den anderen Untersuchungen durchgeführt 

werden, die bereits den Großteil der Verunreinigungen abbilden können. Diese Arbeit 

zeigt aber auch, dass selbst bei einer vermeintlich einfachen Synthese potenziell 

Hunderte von Nebenprodukten gebildet werden können. Für jedes von ihnen muss 

individuell entschieden werden, ob ihre Bildung wahrscheinlich ist und wie ihre Menge 

im Endprodukt minimiert werden kann, um möglichst reine Wirkstoffe zu erhalten. 

Im Dapsonprojekt wurde versucht, die bestehende dünnschichtchromatographische 

Ph. Eur.-Methode durch eine moderne HPLC-Methode zu ersetzen. Dies war 

erfolgreich und seit Ph. Eur. 10.6 wurde die in dieser Arbeit entwickelte Methode zu 

einer gültigen Monographie. Im Rahmen der Überarbeitung der Monographie sind 

auch die einzelnen Grenzwerte für Verunreinigungen verschärft worden. Die neue 

Methode erfordert jedoch ein HPLC-Gerät, mit dem man eine Gradientenelution 

durchführen kann. Da dies aber nicht immer in allen Kontrolllabors verfügbar ist, haben 

wir ein alternatives, einfacheres Prozedere entwickelt, bei dem zwei verschiedene 

isokratische Methoden für die Verunreinigungsanalyse verwendet werden. Die Batch-

Ergebnisse der neuen und der einfacheren Methode lagen dabei in einer 
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vergleichbaren Größenordnung wie die Ph. Eur.-Methode. Darüber hinaus konnten wir 

eine unbekannte Verunreinigung der Verunreinigungsreferenz durch hochauflösende 

Massenspektrometrie identifizieren. 

Im Rahmen des Baclofen-Projekts sollte die bestehende Ph. Eur.-Methode ersetzt 

werden und die Monographie durch eine zusätzlich zu quantifizierende Verunreinigung 

ergänzt werden. Eine entsprechende Methode wurde entwickelt und validiert. 

Aufgrund des Harmonisierungsprozesses der Pharmakopöen wird sie jedoch derzeit 

nicht verwendet. Darüber hinaus haben wir versucht, mit Hilfe des CAD weitere, nicht-

chromophore Verunreinigungen zu finden. Bis auf ein Gegenion einer Verunreinigung 

wurden jedoch keine weiteren Verunreinigungen gefunden. Auch die oben erwähnte 

neue Verunreinigung konnte in den untersuchten Chargen nicht oberhalb des 

Berichtsgrenzwert nachgewiesen werden. Da auch die sonst einzig individuell zu 

spezifizierende Verunreinigung A nur in geringem Maße vorhanden ist, kann der 

Schluss gezogen werden, dass die untersuchten Baclofen-Chargen sehr rein sind. 

Der Einsatz von universellen Detektoren wie dem CAD kann besonders für 

Verbindungen ohne Chromophor oder solche mit nur schwachem Chromophor 

interessant sein. Daher wurde das Verunreinigungsprofil von Acarbose genauer 

untersucht. Derzeit werden Acarbose und ihre Verunreinigungen mit Hilfe der UV-

Detektion bei 210 nm untersucht. Daher stellte sich die Frage, ob es nicht noch 

anderen Verunreinigungen im Wirkstoff gibt, die keine Absorption bei dieser 

Wellenlänge zeigen. Die Detektion mittels CAD, der für alle nichtflüchtigen 

Verbindungen gleichbleibende Werte liefert, ist für diesen Zweck gut geeignet. 

Allerdings war es nicht so einfach, den CAD zusammen mit dem UV-Detektor z. B. als 

gekoppeltes Detektionsverfahren zu verwenden, da die Ph. Eur.-Methode 

Phosphatpuffer verwendet. Dieser ist jedoch nicht flüchtig und daher für CAD 

ungeeignet. Es wurde daher versucht, den Puffer durch einen flüchtigen Puffer zu 

ersetzen. Da dies jedoch nicht zu befriedigenden Ergebnissen führte und vielmehr die 

Selbstzersetzung der verwendeten stationären Phase mit Hilfe der CAD beobachtet 

werden konnte, wurde auf alternative stationäre Phasen ausgewichen. Eine Auswahl 

von verschiedenen Säulen zeigte zudem weitere analytische Schwierigkeiten mit 

Acarbose und ihren Verunreinigungen: Sie zeigen die Epimerisierungsreaktion am 

Ende der Zuckeralkohole. Da man für jede Komponente einen Peak in den 

entsprechenden Chromatogrammen haben wollte, wurde die beschriebene Reaktion 

durch Temperaturerhöhung beschleunigt. Dies wurde am besten durch die 
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Verwendung mit folgenden stationären Phasen erreicht: PGC und Amid-HILIC. Auf 

jeder der beiden Phasen konnten Methoden zur Erfassung der Verunreinigungsprofile 

entwickelt werden. Darüber hinaus konnten erwartungsgemäß neue Verunreinigungen 

nachgewiesen werden, wenn auch auf niedrigem Niveau. Zwei von ihnen konnten 

durch „Spiking“-Experimente als die Zuckerfragmente Maltose und Maltotriose 

identifiziert werden. 

Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass diese Arbeit einen wesentlichen Beitrag zur 

Verbesserung der Qualitätsanalyse von monographierten Arzneimitteln geleistet hat. 

Zusätzlich zu dem vorgestellten allgemeinen Werkzeug zur Identifizierung potenzieller 

Verunreinigungen wurde eine der entwickelten Methoden bereits in die Ph. Eur. 

aufgenommen. In dem Versuch, die universellen Detektionsmöglichkeiten des CAD zu 

verbessern, wurden auch ergänzende Methoden entwickelt. Außerdem sind neue 

verbesserte Methoden für die Analyse von Verunreinigungsprofilen einsatzbereit. 
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